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ENTRY INTO THE OIL REFINING BUSINESS: VERTICAL INTEGRATION RE-EXAMINED*

EUGENE V. ROSTOW† and ARTHUR S. SACHS††

In a study made some years ago,1 one of the authors of this article concluded that the petroleum industry structure contained substantial elements of monopoly, as that term is defined by economists2 and lawyers;3 that its market performance under present methods of regulation showed distinct symptoms of effective monopoly in pricing, in selling costs and in the determination of output; and that it was legally and technologically feasible to

*The authors gratefully acknowledge the information and other aid provided in the preparation of this study by a number of people connected with the oil industry and the government.
†Professor of Law and Member of the Graduate Faculty of Economics, Yale University.
‡Third-year student, Yale Law School, and Associate Editor of the Yale Law Journal.
1. Rostow, A NATIONAL POLICY FOR THE OIL INDUSTRY (1948). References are to the third printing, which contains certain revisions and corrections of the text. The discussion was carried further by Professor Bain and the author in Bain, Rostow's Proposals for Petroleum Policy, 57 J. Pol. Econ. 55 (1949); Rostow, A Reply, 57 J. Pol. Econ. 60 (1949); and Bain, A Rejoinder, 57 J. Pol. Econ. 68 (1949).
2. The term "monopoly" is used to refer to market situations in which sellers or groups of sellers have a substantial degree of power over the price they charge—significantly more than the price power which sellers would have in "workably" or "effectively" competitive situations. See discussion pp. 860-4 infra.
seek a more competitive form of organization for the industry, without abandoning the economies of the large scale of production, or other economic advantages. On the contrary, it was thought that a reorganization of the industry in the interest of increasing the degree of competition should eliminate significant wastes associated with its methods. A central finding of that enquiry was that the control of transportation facilities—particularly of pipelines—by the major oil companies was an important factor in permitting those companies as a group to maintain a material degree of monopoly power over the prices at which they bought crude oil, and sold gasoline and other products. In the setting of the oil industry, it was contended that this form of vertical integration constituted a barrier to the possible entry of new firms into the refining and distribution phases of the oil business.

The purpose of the present paper is to consider whether recent changes in the pipe line sector of the industry require a change in the analysis and conclusions of *A National Policy for the Oil Industry*.4 Under the combined influence of regulation and taxation, pipe line rates have been falling for some

---

4. Since the preparation of that book, developments in the field of oil production seem to have occurred within the framework of the trends discussed. The basic procedure for limiting crude production to estimates of market demand (at or near prevailing price levels) continues through the cooperative activities of the Department of Interior and the state production control authorities, in apparent inconsistency with the standards of the Interstate Compact authorizing state conservation legislation. Pub. L. No. 128, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (Aug. 28, 1951); 57 Stat. 383 (1943). A minority of seven members of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce wished to insert in the 1951 Joint Resolution approving a renewal of the Compact the requirement that the Attorney General make a continuing study, and at least one annual report a year, on whether state action under conservation laws violated Article V of the Compact, forbidding price stabilization or fixing, or action to further monopoly or “regimentation.” H.R. Rep. No. 854, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 3-5 (1951); Hearings before Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on H. J. Res. 206, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951). See Sen. Rep. No. 25, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 13-19 (1949), and, e.g., Dallas Morning News, March 16, 1952, p. 12, col. 1 (oil production cut by Texas Railroad Commission forecast because stocks were high); Perham, *Turn of the Valve*, Barron's, May 5, 1952, p. 3. For recent developments in conservation and other regulatory practices see *Murphy, Conservation of Oil and Gas* (1949); *Hardwicke, Antitrust Laws and the Conservation of Oil and Gas*, 23 Tulane L. Rev. 183 (1948); Murphy, *The Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas: An Experiment in Co-operative State Production Control*, 17 Miss. L.J. 314 (1946). The Supreme Court has continued and enlarged its hands-off attitude towards state regulation of oil and gas production that began with Champlin Ref. Co. v. Oklahoma, 286 U.S. 210 (1932). See Cities Service Gas Co. v. Peerless Oil & Gas Co., 340 U.S. 190 (1950); Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Oklahoma, 340 U.S. 179 (1950) (Oklahoma natural gas price fixing regulations upheld on conservation grounds against due process attack; no mention of possible conflict of state laws with compact defining permissible standards for their administration, and inadequate consideration of such state action as a burden on or a discrimination against interstate commerce). Recent decisions indicate that issues arising under interstate compacts will be considered federal questions for jurisdictional purposes. West Virginia v. Sims, 341 U.S. 22 (1951); Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission v. Colburn, 310 U.S. 419 (1940) (Supreme Court will take appellate jurisdiction over cases involving interpretation of interstate compacts); Dunbar, *Interstate Compacts*
years, a time when other transportation costs have been rising.\textsuperscript{5} Despite some recent increases, pipe line rates have probably risen less in the last few years than other transportation costs and charges. And they have now been

\textsuperscript{5} Rates dropped consistently from 1933 to 1948 in response to: (1) Changes in the tax laws, Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 243 I.C.C. 115, 127, 139 (1940); (2) ICC decisions, Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 243 I.C.C. 115 (1940); Petroleum Rail Shippers' Assn. v. Alton & Southern R.R., 243 I.C.C. 589 (1941); Minnelusa Oil Corp. v. Continental Pipe Line Co., 258 I.C.C. 41 (1944); and possibly (3) Competing forms of transportation, WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 16 (1952). Thus in 1948 the ICC was able to state in regard to 69 major rates that "current rates show[ed] an average decline of 17.7 cents per barrel under the rates in effect on December 31, 1933, or an average rate reduction of 43.2 per cent." Reduced Pipe Line...
held at a relatively low level long enough to permit some tentative inferences as to their significance in impeding the competitively favorable entry of new firms, especially in the refining and marketing stages of the oil business.

I. Some Economic Assumptions

These changes in the industry, and the prolific recent re-examination of antitrust policy, suggest not only a review of the analysis of the earlier

Rates and Gathering Charges, 272 I.C.C. 375, 381 (1948). Taking as typical the rates between the Mid-Continent field and Chicago, the ICC noted a reduction from 46 cents per barrel in 1933 to 40 cents, 38 1/2 cents, 34 1/2 cents, 30 cents and finally 25 cents in 1943. “Gathering line rates similarly [had] become rather stabilized on a basis approximately 50 per cent of the rates in effect on December 31, 1933.” Ibid.

study, in the light of present conditions, but a fuller statement of the assumptions on which it was based. Perhaps a further reason for such a course is the chronic difficulty of communication between economists and lawyers, and between students of both these disciplines and the rest of the public. These are of course common tribulations in the life of a specialist; but they must be tackled and overcome somehow, in the interest of informed public debate. Even if all technical monographs were clearly written—which is hardly the case—what lies behind them could not always be apparent to a non-technical reader. Using the shorthand of specialized language is surely one of the constitutional privileges of scholarship. And it would in any event be impossible to load every professional paper with a full account of all that came before. These bleak if inevitable features of technical writing create an unfortunate gap between the professional and the non-professional vocabulary on many matters of public concern. While no layman expects to understand a journal article on physics or surgery, he has some reason to believe that he knows what is meant when he reads about "monopoly" or "competition." Unhappily, however, these words of ordinary speech may—and usually do—mean quite different things to lawyers, economists, and the general reader.

First of all, it was taken for granted in the earlier study—and subsequent decisions require no change in the assumption—that the object of the antitrust laws is to achieve what may be called a "workably" or "effectively" competitive organization of industry and commerce, and not "pure" or "perfect" competition. Correspondingly, it was—and is—assumed that the idea


of workable or effective competition is the main component of the rule of reason in defining the offenses under Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act.\(^8\)

For a variety of social, political and economic reasons which lie deep in our history, the antitrust laws operate as a pervasive influence against monopoly and unreasonable restraints of competition in the structure and conduct of the economy. Their administration, however, is and must be dominated by a practical sense of what can be achieved, given the technological and historical elements in a particular situation. Case by case, the pattern is pricked out, fulfilling the somewhat different economic philosophies which different groups of judges read into the broad language of the Sherman Act and its subordinate statutes.

The judicial norm is now close to what the economists have classified as workable competition.\(^9\) As Professor Stigler defines the term, "an industry is workably competitive when (1) there are a considerable number of firms selling closely related products in each important market area, (2) these firms are not in collusion, and (3) the long-run average cost curve for a new firm is not materially higher than for an established firm." The first two points, Stigler adds, "serve to eliminate not only monopoly and explicit collusion but also tacit avoidance of price competition for fear of retaliation of close rivals. . . . The third point excludes direct and indirect controls of entry of new firms."\(^10\) Other definitions put the emphasis somewhat differently,\(^11\) but turn on the same crucial elements—the capacity of buyers to take advantage of rivalry among sellers, the inability of sellers to exercise appreciable control over the price at which they sell, and the absence of cost or other barriers to the entry of new firms.\(^12\) While these criteria are a far

---

\(^8\) See Rostow, Monopoly Under The Sherman Act: Power or Purpose?, 43 ILL. L. Rev. 745, 791 (1949); Rostow, Problems of Size and Integration in CCH SYMPOSIUM, BUSINESS PRACTICES UNDER FEDERAL ANTITRUST LAWS 117 (1951).


\(^11\) See Clark, Toward A Concept of Workable Competition, 30 Am. Econ. Rev. 241, 243 (1940); Edwards, Maintaining Competition 9, 10 (1949); Galefith, American Capitalism—the Concept of Countervailing Power c. 9 (1952); Bain, A Note on Pricing in Monopoly and Oligopoly, 39 Am. Econ. Rev. 448 (1949); Bain, Relation of Profit Rate to Industry Concentration, 65 Q.J. Econ. 293 (1951).

\(^12\) Workable competition implies chiefly that there be "a fairly large number of sellers and buyers, no one of whom occupies a large share of the market, the absence of
cry from the assumptions which define the cases of pure and perfect competition, they would assure society many of the advantages which economists have always found in the process of competitive adjustment: movements of capital towards activities where higher profits can be earned, so that through time, changes in supply would drive price towards the level of average long-term costs, including an average or "normal" return on capital.

The test of workable competition, with its equal emphasis on market structure and market behavior, provides a useful approach to the economic side of antitrust problems. In the setting of antitrust litigation, the courts can never lose sight of the fact that they are reviewing the behavior as well as the structure of an industry or a market, and that they must review its operations over a period of time. A pattern which may be evidence of non-competitive behavior in one setting may well demonstrate effective competition in another. As Professor Markham has pointed out, the concept of workable competition as an instrument of public policy should not get far away from the possibilities of effective remedial action. He therefore concludes that "an industry may be judged to be workably competitive when, after the structural characteristics of its market and the dynamic forces that shaped them have been thoroughly examined, there is no clearly indicated change that can be effected through public policy measures that would result in greater social gains than social losses."

Secondly, it was assumed in *A National Policy for the Oil Industry*—and again subsequent developments do not require a modification of the hypothesis—that the antitrust laws do not and cannot discriminate among companies on the basis of their "progressive" performance. Dean Mason has proposed that the antitrust laws be reinterpreted to judge the legality of business arrangements not only from the point of view of workable competition, but of business performance as well. He lists these ideas as the principal components of the concept of progressive performance:

1. Progressiveness: are the firms in the industry actively and effectively engaged in product and process innovation?
2. Cost-price relationships: are reductions in cost, whether due to falling wages or material prices, technical improvements, discovery of new sources of supply, passed on promptly to buyers in the form of price reductions?
3. Capacity-output relationships: is investment excessive in relation to output?


4. The level of profits: are profits continually and substantially higher than in other industries exhibiting similar trends in sales, costs, innovations, etc.?

5. Selling expenditures: is competitive effort chiefly indicated by selling expenditures rather than by service and product improvements and price reductions?

"No one familiar with the statistical and other material pertaining to the business performance of firms and industries would deny the extreme difficulty of constructing from this material a watertight case for or against the performance of particular firms in particular industries. Few, on the other hand, would deny that with respect to many industrial markets an informed judgment is possible. For example, it is possible from the record of the last two decades to determine that the performance of the automobile industry is relatively good, despite the existence of a small number of firms, while the performance of the construction industry is relatively bad. In any case, it is on the basis of just such industry data as we are now discussing that a decision even under the market structure test would have to be made whether the number of alternatives available to buyers or sellers in a particular industrial market is or is not 'adequate.' 

While there is much in Mason's analysis which should influence the Department of Justice or the Federal Trade Commission in their choice of cases, it should not become part of the "rule of reason" under the antitrust laws. The belief that the antitrust laws distinguish "good" from "bad" trusts is well-established in popular opinion. Some lawyers have not only advocated such a change, but have even read the cases to imply that it has

15. It should be noted in qualification of Dean Mason's judgment about the automobile industry that no new firm has succeeded in entering the industry, except for the Kaiser-Frazer venture, since Chrysler's start in 1925. P.T.C., Report on Muscle Vehicle Industry 28 (1939). Moreover the much-abused construction industry, criticized perhaps as often on aesthetic as on economic grounds, may merely be suffering from the increase in relative costs afflicting all crafts (such as domestic service) in which the effective use of capital (and, therefore, the productivity of labor) has advanced less than in the bulk of industry. With wage levels set by far more capital-intensive industries, and then somewhat exaggerated by the building trades unions, construction will continue to seem expensive until some one discovers effective methods of using as much capital per worker as, say, farming or coal mining. Query, therefore, whether its problems are primarily structural or technological.


taken place. For reasons more fully stated elsewhere, we do not believe that this standard belongs or should belong among the judicial rules used in applying the antitrust laws. It would be incompatible with the considerations dominating the decision of the Trenton Potteries case, which go back at least to Lord Mansfield, and, according to Coke, to ancient versions of the common law.

To decide antitrust cases on the basis of an evaluation of the defendant companies’ “progressiveness” would be entirely inconsistent with the main stream of Sherman Act interpretation, and entirely impractical. Prices, research practice, innovation and managerial skills which were progressive at the time of litigation could become sluggish and passive. The theory of the antitrust laws is that the pressure of a reasonable degree of competition is the force on which society can most safely rely to keep business performance progressive. Competition does not always work to achieve this end. And some monopolies and near-monopolies are managed with great drive and progressiveness. Nonetheless, judicial action under the antitrust laws, as a matter of judicial administration as well as of doctrine, cannot go beyond the issues of workable competition in market structure and market behavior. To follow the course recommended by Dean Mason would make the federal courts, rather than unregulated markets, our chief social institution for allocating resources and guiding production.


22. “[I]f any agreement was made to fix the price of salt . . . by people dealing in that commodity, the court would be glad to lay hold of an opportunity, from what quarter soever the complaint came, to shew their sense of the crime; and that at what rate soever the price was fixed, high or low, made no difference, for all such agreements were of bad consequence, and ought to be discomtunanced.” King v. Norris, 2 KENY. 300 (1758).

23. 3 Co. Litt. c. 89.
II. COMBINATION, VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND ANTITRUST POLICY

A preliminary question which arises in considering the possible application of the antitrust laws to the problems of an industry containing a considerable number of firms is whether the separate market influence of a group of the larger firms can be treated collectively. Can the major oil companies in any market be considered to have pooled their market power, by participating in well understood programs of price-making through price leadership, or by other actions which would support the judicial conclusion that they have combined?

Several recent cases have reviewed the circumstance under which a relatively small number of large sellers in a market will be deemed to have combined (or even "conspired") for purposes of the Sherman Act. They give almost decisive weight to inferences of combination from the kind of closely parallel behavior which would represent the intelligent response of such sellers to their self-interest within the framework of the relevant market. Open price competition offers little or no advantage to the large seller in a market "of the few." Competition "among the few" rarely takes the form of direct price rivalry. Usually, in such cases, there has been some showing that the normal drives of oligopoly have been disciplined or re-fashioned, to minimize uncertainty about the policy of rivals, or to achieve somewhat more profitable results than might obtain under conditions of unorganized oligopoly.

24. See, e.g., United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U.S. 131 (1948); FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948); American Tobacco Company v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946); Goldman Theaters v. Loew's, Inc., 150 F.2d 728 (3rd Cir. 1945); Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. United States, 336 U.S. 203 (1939); Milgram v. Loew's, Inc., 192 F.2d 579 (3rd Cir. 1951). But see Fanchon & Marco v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 100 F. Supp. 84 (S.D. Cal. 1951) ("[N]o parallelism, conscious or unconscious, can overcome a finding of reasonableness." Id. at 104). Clark, Discussion, 40 AM. ECON. REV. SUPP. 103 (1950) ("[I] am not asking for a requirement that overt collusion be proved and would like to de-emphasize the issue of collusion rather than do anything to increase its importance. Secret collusion can reasonably be inferred from overt conduct; but the present doctrine seems to have gone far beyond this. . . . [T]rade practices that impair competition should be subject to correction whether or not any actual collusion enters in."). See also Nicholls, op. cit. supra note 9, at c. 26, 423.


It is this body of thought, based on the work of earlier economists, which has introduced the cumbersome words "oligopoly" and "oligopsony" into the legal discussion of market problems. This process, which has been going on at least since Mr. Fly's articles on the Sugar Institute case, supra, has provoked some natural irritation, but no one has yet invented a more convenient way for referring to the characteristics of markets largely occupied by a few large sellers or buyers.
While it has been possible in some cases to rebut the inference of combination by an affirmative showing of price competition, or other aggressive forms of competition, the tendency has been to reach conclusions of combination to a marked extent from evidence at least of conscious parallelism, especially with regard to pricing, uniformity of contract terms, and the like. Professor Dession urges that some separate evidence be produced in these cases that the parallelism be definitely "conscious." "Elusive as the distinction may be," he says, "a firm insistence that the minimum measure of privity between the defendants must be proved by clear and convincing evidence is the sole protection of defendants against a finding of guilt by unproved association." It is hardly possible to generalize as to the quantum and character of the evidence required to connect an individual or an individual company with a general industry-wide combination, of the types considered in the Tobacco or Paramount cases. However, cases of this kind, and more emphatically the basing-point cases under the Federal Trade Commission Act, while they may involve guilt without direct association, do not involve guilt without the effective combination or pooling of market power. The cooperative use of market power is the essence of the proof.

26. See, e.g., Tag Mfrs. Institute v. FTC, 174 F.2d 452 (1st Cir. 1949) (price fixing allegations disproved by evidence of widespread deviations from listed prices).
27. See cases cited note 24 supra.
31. FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683 (1948) ; Milk and Ice Cream Can Institute v. FTC, 152 F.2d 478 (7th Cir. 1946) ; Fort Howard Paper Co. v. FTC, 156 F.2d 999 (7th Cir. 1946), cert. denied, 329 U.S. 795 (1946) ; U.S. Maltsters Assn. v. FTC, 152 F.2d 161 (7th Cir. 1945) ; Salt Producers Assn. v. FTC, 154 F.2d 354 (7th Cir. 1946), cert. denied, 329 U.S. 795 (1946) ; Milk and Ice Cream Can Institute v. FTC, 152 F.2d 478 (7th Cir. 1946) ; Salt Producers Assn. v. FTC, 134 F.2d 354 (7th Cir. 1945). Cf. Corn Products Refining Co. v. FTC, 324 U.S. 726 (1945) ; FTC v. Staley Mfg. Co., 324 U.S. 746 (1945) (basing-point system a violation of the Robinson-Patman Act).
32. For recent field studies of gasoline markets, see Dirlam & Kahn, Leadership and Conflict in the Pricing of Gasoline, 61 YALE L.J. 818 (1952), and Brown, op. cit. infra note 120. In Pricing of Gasoline: A Case Study, 26 HARV. BUS. REV. 723 (1948), Professor Learned examined the pricing practices of the Standard Oil Company (Ohio) for the period from 1937 through 1947. His useful and detailed study of the relatively competitive Ohio area, served by 7 other majors, and several important independents, as well as a fringe of smaller independents, clearly describes the pricing experience of the market during periods of depression and prosperity, price wars and price stability. The Standard Oil Company (Ohio) is classified as the price leader of the market, relatively passive, id. at 750, in its response to trends, interested in price stability, opposed to price cutting, and aiming, after some painful experience, at a relatively low price, among other reasons, because of its awareness of the possibility that higher prices might attract other suppliers and supplies into its territory. Professor Learned believes that Standard Oil Company's (Ohio) limited but real power to control prices, within at least a substantial range, "seems to have prevented gasoline prices from spiraling as much as many so-called free prices" in the post-war period. Id. at 755-6. Somewhat inconsistently, he also contends that the
of combination in the *Tobacco* and *Paramount* cases. The analysis underlying these cases directs attention to the structure of the industries, the way in which prices are formed, and the barriers to the entry of new firms. Where the legal issue is whether in fact economic power has been used collectively, the best evidence should be an economic demonstration that it has.

It is not within the scope of this article to consider whether in fact the major oil companies combine their market power, consciously or unconsciously, so as to justify their being considered collectively under Section 1 or 2 of the Sherman Act. However, all studies of price formation and of price behavior in the markets for gasoline agree that patterns of price leadership prevail, and that practices with regard to discounts and the other administered price of gasoline in Ohio cannot be maintained except at competitive levels. *Id.* at 756. While he would not defend all administered prices, he contends that price results in Ohio are socially sound, although he makes no effort to evaluate distribution costs. He concludes that the managers of the company are not devils, but "sincere, responsible businessmen dealing with many difficult, complex and often intangible problems." *Ibid.*

Hansen & Niland, *Esso Standard: A Case Study in Pricing*, 30 Harv. Bus. Rev. 114 (1952) covers the same ground in another market, concluding that *Esso* exercised its conceded power over price in what the authors regard as a socially constructive way, by keeping market price in 1947-1948 below what the market would have paid. A valuable recent study of the exceptionally aggressive Los Angeles gasoline market, Cassady & Jones, *The Nature of Competition in Gasoline Distribution at the Retail Level: A Study of the Los Angeles Market Area* (1951), emphasizes the importance of large-scale independent sellers, especially those who use mass-merchandising techniques, and price-cutting, in producing the intermittent price-war atmosphere of that market. These merchants are so numerous, and their access to product so feasible for reasons of geography, that the major companies cannot safely refuse to sell them gasoline, to be resold either as major-company secondary brands or as the price-cutters' own brands. The authors find that the major companies, as elsewhere, put the stress on other than price-competitive devices in their attempts to attract patronage, and take a substantial interest in the marketing activities of their dealers, over whom they exert considerable influence in regard to product, brand, sales-methods, price, equipment, layout and often even location. In short, they conclude, "the supplier companies recognize their position in the market and operate in such a way as to maximize results." *Id.* at 103. In Los Angeles, however, confronting a significant volume of competition from independents who offer substantial price concessions, the major companies have had to adjust price levels defensively. The independent sellers, who have sold as much as 43.6 per cent of the gasoline in the Los Angeles area, as compared with an average of 13.2 per cent for the state as a whole, *id.* at 107, are normally dependent for success upon the fact that they are not tied to any one supplier, and can therefore buy at "rock-bottom" prices, *id.* at 127, usually obtaining their supplies from independent sources, sometimes indirectly from major companies. *Id.* at 123, 126-7, 133, 138-9, and e. 9, passim.

There is, of course, a wide difference in terminology among those who analyze markets, often stemming from policy preferences, as well as from differences in professional habits. Cassady and Jones, for example, regard independent price-cutting vendors as "parasites," *id.* at 217, but describe their influence, *id.* at 97, as the only force capable of modifying the conservative price-leadership techniques of the major companies and their subsidiaries, which have resulted, in Los Angeles as elsewhere, in the over-building of stations, high costs of distribution, and a sticky price system. The resulting market pattern, however, which is identical with that described many times by others, they label vigorously com-
price terms of sales contracts are at least nominally uniform.\textsuperscript{8} There has been little change in the way in which crude markets work. Production is limited by law in most states, and price posting—within the limits of present ceilings—operates as it has in the past, to keep prices relatively high, encouraging sales to major companies, and putting independent refiners at some cost disadvantage, compared with companies which produce a large part of their own supplies. While some gasoline markets show a good deal of instability, and are sensitive to "price wars" and other manifestations of price pressure, field enquiries reveal the familiar picture of oligopoly pricing, marked by high advertising and other selling costs, clear price leadership (sometimes qualified by secret price discrimination),\textsuperscript{8} and strenuous efforts to organize distribution in ways which permit price discipline.\textsuperscript{5} Evidence of this kind has been important in establishing combination as well as "intent" for purposes of the Sherman Act. It may or may not be sufficient in particular cases, depending on many circumstances. Certainly defendants must be linked to the alleged combination. In many Sherman Act cases of loose association, individual defendants have been able to obtain dismissals on the ground that they did not act with the requisite knowledge (or consciousness) of the pur-

---


4. See cases cited note 33 \textit{supra}; Learned, \textit{supra} note 32, at 742; Dihl & Kahn, \textit{supra} note 32, at 832-4; Cassidy & Jones, \textit{op. cit. supra} note 32, at 146. See generally 3 Bain, \textit{The Economics of the Pacific Coast Petroleum Industry} 92-110 (1947).

5. See cases cited note 33 \textit{supra} and United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150 (1940); Ethyl Gasoline Corp. v. United States, 309 U.S. 436 (1940); Complaint, United States v. Standard Oil Co. of California, Civil No. 11584-C (S.D. Cal. 1950); Cassidy & Jones, \textit{op. cit. supra} note 32, \textit{passim}; Lockhart & Sacks, \textit{supra} note 33, at 919-42.
pose or effect of the conduct under attack. The exact character of the proof that major oil companies have combined to control prices would have to wait for an actual trial, such as the pending United States v. Standard Oil Company of California.

For present purposes, we shall assume, perhaps contrary to the facts as they may emerge, that in most of the different regional markets for crude oil, gasoline and other products, the requisite degree of combination among the major oil companies could be established as readily as in the Tobacco and Paramount cases. If the major oil companies can be viewed together, the problem of violation would not seem to present insuperable problems, since together they refine and sell about 80% or more of the product consumed in most market areas. Although the Columbia Steel case properly warns against using percentages of capacity or of sales as badges of guilt, the market analysis of gasoline pricing required to show the major companies' concert of action would also show its price effects. The issue would then be whether the combined influence of the major companies on price, output and the entry of new firms constituted "monopolization," i.e., whether it went beyond the zone of workable competition in oligopoly markets.

The issue to which this paper is confined is integration, both as a strategic element permitting the maintenance of monopoly power, and (if the problem is indeed different) as a factor to be considered in devising an antitrust remedy. This problem will be examined on the assumption that the major companies could be found in certain market areas to have combined their market influence for the purpose or with the effect of influencing price and restricting the opportunity of competitors to enter the field.

A good deal of the recent discussion about integration under the antitrust laws misjudges the problem. Much of it is addressed to the question whether vertical integration could be or should be classed as inherently monopolistic, and therefore illegal, like effective price fixing, per se. Both in economics


and in law, integration appears in many contexts, and it serves many purposes. A manufacturing company may own its own mines, or other facilities for providing its raw materials, both to assure supplies in a market where goods are sometimes short, and to obtain protection against the chance that market price will rise substantially above the expected levels reflected in the present capital cost of the facility. On the other hand, vertical integration may represent the assertion of "countervailing power," to balance the market influence of dominant suppliers. The steel mills of the Ford Motor Company and of International Harvester, and many of the procurement arrangements of Macy's, A & P, and Sears, Roebuck fall into this category. If the markets for the products in question were competitive, such investments would often be socially wasteful. In the setting of actual situations of monopoly pricing, however, they probably pay society in the somewhat lower price levels their existence imposes on the rest of the market, or even in the degree of price discrimination which the exercise of "countervailing power" is able to extract from monopolistic suppliers. A good deal of vertical integration is integration forward, to organize distributive outlets at wholesale or retail, and thus to reach a more protected position in the market than would otherwise obtain. The ownership or contractual control of theatres by movie producers, of fabricating or processing companies by many manufacturers, and of distributive outlets by oil companies all represent integration for such purposes.

The legality of integration must be analyzed under the Sherman Act, we are told, like the legality of other economic dispositions: in terms of its purpose or effect, against the background of an analysis of the strategic factors in the markets affected by it. Manifestly, no single economic effect


41. The problem may arise either under Section 1 or under Section 2, and the degree of power required may be different. See Rostow, Problems of Size and Integration in CCH Symposium, Business Practices Under the Federal Antitrust Laws 117 (1951).

can be attributed to an industrial practice which includes, at one extreme, the ownership by steel companies of substantial parts of the national iron ore reserve, and at the other Professor Adelman's favorite illustration of a restaurant with a bakery behind, where its pies and cookies are made.43

A good many statutes have been directed against particular forms of vertical and other types of integration. The statute requiring the separation of commercial and investment banking seems dominated by a legislative purpose to eliminate situations necessarily involving conflicts of interest, often to the detriment of fiduciary obligations, although the Congress also considered that the connections of commercial and investment banks might limit competition in both fields.44 The commodities clause of the Hepburn Act makes it unlawful for a railroad company to transport any commodity (save timber and the manufactured products thereof) in which it has a "direct or indirect" interest, except articles needed and intended for its use as a common carrier.45

This provision is almost certainly derived from experience in the anthracite coal industry, concentrated geographically in a few Pennsylvania valleys.46 It represents the view that the coal-owning railroads of that area, by reason of their vertical integration, necessarily had monopolistic power over the price and commercial opportunities of their non-integrated rivals, and over the price at which coal was sold in New York and other consuming centers.

"The purpose of the commodity clause," the Supreme Court said, "was to put an end to the injustice to the shipping public, which experience had shown to result from discriminations of various kinds, which inevitably grew up where a railroad company occupied the inconsistent positions of carrier and shipper."47 Similarly, statutory prohibitions or restrictions on combining the business of railroad and steamship,48 or railroad and trucking,49 or railroad, steamship and airline operations,50 all reflect a desire to prevent one means of transportation from limiting or controlling the growth of rival methods. The same range of ideas, in more general form, lie behind the

49. 49 STAT. 555 (1935), 49 U.S.C. § 5(2) (b) (1946).
interlocking directorate provisions of the Clayton Act.\textsuperscript{51} And the prohibition against combining the business of airplane manufacture and airline operations articulates the fear that commercial interest might stifle the most competitive possible growth in and improvement of airplane manufacturing, in which there is a military as well as a commercial interest.\textsuperscript{52}

In a considerable number of cases, both modern and not so modern, the courts have held the power conferred by particular forms of integration to violate the Sherman Act, as an instrument for suppressing competition. Considered broadly, defendants were held to be using economic power which they might legally possess as leverage to gain advantages which they could not otherwise have had. In economic terms, they were using the inelastic demand for one of their products or services in order to decrease the elasticity of the demand for another. As in the cases of abuse of patent, it is illegal to enlarge the area of legal monopoly by using it as a bargaining weapon in another market. The consent decree in the \textit{Swift} case,\textsuperscript{53} Justice Cardozo said, "was framed upon the theory that, even after the combination among the packers had been broken up, and the monopoly dissolved, the individual units would be so huge that the capacity to engage in other forms of business as adjuncts to the sale of meats should be taken from them altogether. . . . whether the units within the combination were acting collectively or singly."\textsuperscript{54}

That decree required the defendant meat packers to stop selling meat at retail, and to give up selling other enumerated food products at all. In addition, they were required to liquidate their investments in public stock-yard companies, cold storage plants, terminal railroads or market newspapers.\textsuperscript{55} The General Motors Corporation, which the court said had a monopoly in selling General Motors cars,\textsuperscript{56} could not employ the power implicit in that fact to restrict competition for the business of financing motor


Similar considerations of policy have been of importance in: (1) the regulation of radio; National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943); Comment, \textit{The Impact of the F.C.C.'s Chain Broadcasting Rules}, 60 YALE L.J. 78 (1951); (2) controlling the connection between television and the motion picture industry, in the prohibition against any one person controlling more than five television stations; 47 Code Fed. Regs. § 3.640 (1949); and (3) the Public Utility Holding Company Act, 49 STAT. 817 (1935), 15 U.S.C. §§ 79i, 79k (1946); Comment, \textit{Section 11(b) of the Holding Company Act: Fifteen Years in Retrospect}, 59 YALE L.J. 1088 (1950).


\textsuperscript{55} Id. at 111.

\textsuperscript{56} United States v. General Motors Corp., 121 F.2d 376, 402 (7th Cir. 1941), also "dominant position in the industry," id. at 397, 400.
car sales to dealers or to the public. While the court put the case, for reasons of pleading, on the ground that the restraint affected the commerce in cars, the decision can fairly be read to support the proposition that the crucial restraint was one in the market for financing the commerce in cars.\textsuperscript{57} Nor could the Pullman Company use its contractual monopoly in providing pullman service in order to retain its monopoly of building pullman cars.\textsuperscript{58} While the court indicated that the monopoly in providing service had been intentionally and perhaps illegally maintained, an injunction against further efforts to preserve the pullman service monopoly was not regarded as a sufficient remedy, in view of the court's analysis of the offense.\textsuperscript{59} Apparently the case means that even if the Pullman Company's position as sole purveyor of the service on the railroads were entirely beyond reproach, as a monopoly position "thrust upon it" by reason of its superior skill and efficiency, it would not have been allowed to extend or enlarge its legal monopoly position by remaining in the car-manufacturing business. Or, to take another instance, the Associated Press, having become a press service of great value, though in no sense a monopoly among news services, could not be used by its members to make entry into the newspaper business more difficult and hazardous.\textsuperscript{60}

In the \textit{Reading}\textsuperscript{61} and \textit{Paramount}\textsuperscript{62} cases, the Supreme Court dealt with factual problems more nearly analogous to those of the oil industry. In the second \textit{Reading} case the Court was concerned with the legality of the common ownership, through a holding company, first of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway Company and of its affiliated anthracite coal company, and then of their competitor, the Central Railroad Company of New Jersey and its coal company. The holding company embraced two of the six chief coal-carrying railroads—including one of the two lines serving the Schuylkill field, the largest of the three areas in Pennsylvania where anthracite is found. The Reading Coal Company held over two-thirds of the acreage, and at least half of the known reserves, of the Schuylkill field. The Central of New Jersey, a competing coal carrier, owned a considerable (but unmeasured) fraction of the coal in the Wyoming field. Together the combination included about one-third of the total annual production of the country.

In a careful opinion by Justice Clarke, the transactions were considered separately. The combination under single ownership of the Reading Railway and its coal company was held illegal, as delivering into the complete control of a single board of directors

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.} at 382, 399-404.  
\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Associated Press v. United States}, 326 U.S. 1 (1945).  
\textsuperscript{61} \textit{United States v. Reading Co.}, 253 U.S. 26 (1920).  
"all of the property of much the largest single coal company operating in the Schuylkill anthracite field, and almost 1,000 miles of railway over which its coal must find its access to interstate markets. This board of directors, obviously, thus acquired power: to increase or decrease the output of coal from very extensive mines, the supply of it in the market, and the cost of it to the consumer; to increase or lower the charge for transporting such coal to market; and to regulate car supply and other shipping conveniences, and thereby to help or hinder the operations of independent miners and shippers of coal. This constituted a combination to unduly restrain interstate commerce within the meaning of the act."63

The addition of the Central of New Jersey to the Reading combination was also illegal, as conferring upon the holding company through which the combination was effected "dominating control"64 over two important competing coal companies. The combination was put together, the Court said, not by normal expansion to meet the needs of a business growing as a result of superior and enterprising management, but by deliberate, calculated purchase for control.

"That such a power, so obtained, regardless of the use made of it, constitutes a menace to and an undue restraint upon interstate commerce within the meaning of the Anti-Trust Act has been frequently held by this court."65

For this proposition Justice Clarke cites and discusses the Northern Securities case, United States v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., and International Harvester Co. v. Missouri, relying chiefly, however, on the Union Pacific case.66

The Court majority viewed the record as showing the separate association of each railroad with its coal subsidiary, and the grouping of the four companies into a holding company. This was enough, the Court said, to bring the combination "without more" within the condemnation of the Sherman Act.67 However, the record went further. It also established the prior use of the power possessed by the combination, with that of the other anthracite railroads, in the two episodes of concerted action condemned in the earlier Reading case—the "strangling" of a project for a rival railroad by buying out one of its chief supporters at a very high price,68 and the making of long term purchase contracts with non-integrated coal companies at enhanced prices, thereby reducing the flow of independently produced coal directly to

64. Id. at 57.
65. Ibid.
the New York and Philadelphia markets: i.e., reducing the number of sellers of coal in those markets.\textsuperscript{69} Therefore all stock or other connections among the four companies were ordered dissolved, "for flagrant violation of the first and second sections of the Anti-Trust Act."\textsuperscript{70}

The commodities clause of the Hepburn Act was a secondary, and independent ground for the decision in the \textit{Reading} case. The Court held the statute applicable, despite the \textit{Delaware and Hudson} decision, on familiar grounds of piercing the corporate veil.\textsuperscript{71} But the primary basis for the Court's determination was its construction of the Sherman Act, without reference to the policy of the commodities clause.

In the \textit{Paramount} case, eight major movie companies, of which five owned theatres, were found to have combined and conspired to control theatre admission prices, to use the bargaining power of popular films to force the sale of less popular ones and to establish unreasonable clearance and other distributive arrangements. Yet they were required not only to give up their illegal cooperation, but individually to undergo vertical divorcement.\textsuperscript{72} Theatre ownership by a major film producing and distributing company was found to be illegal, in the setting of the case. The "strategic advantages" of each company's separate vertical integration were considered important in establishing the defendants' collective power to exclude competition "when desired."\textsuperscript{73} When the strategic advantages of individual integration were "coupled" with the fact that the defendant companies separately owned 70% of the first-run theatres in the 92 largest cities of the country, and 60% of the first-run theatres in cities between 25,000 and 100,000 in population, the court concluded that the defendants violated the Act, by possessing an illegal degree of market power, and an intent to use it. Theatre ownership, as part of this complex of circumstance, was to be considered illegal "if such integration is conceived with a specific intent to control the market or creates a power to control the market which is accompanied by an intent to exercise the power."\textsuperscript{74} Theatre ownership in the \textit{Paramount} case was found to be illegal because it created an unreasonable degree of power to control the market. The court did not have to distinguish between specific and implied "intent" to achieve monopoly power, important in cases where defendants have not yet achieved an illegal degree of market power, but are charged merely with seeking it.\textsuperscript{75} "If an intent to exercise the power be thought important," Judge Augustus Hand said, "it existed in this case."\textsuperscript{76}

The divorcement of theatre ownership ordered in the \textit{Paramount} case, and the finding of illegality in the common ownership by the Reading Company

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 49-50. United States v. Reading Co., 226 U.S. 324, 356-61 (1912).
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 59-60.
\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 60-3. United States v. Delaware & Hudson Co., 213 U.S. 366 (1909).
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 894.
\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 893.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 885.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 894.
of an important railroad and its coal producing subsidiary, do not turn on
the immediate price consequences of the integration. They rest on an analysis
of the bargaining advantage which control of a necessarily monopolistic ele-
ment of the market structure confers in less monopolistic market areas. The
major movie companies owned a large share of the available big theatres,
and operated them in a way which normally excluded independently pro-
duced films from first-run theatres, or at least severely limited their access
to such theatres. Others could conceivably build their own big theatres. But
under the established system they could never expect to get enough first-run
films to keep them open all year around. Any other pattern of behavior would
have been difficult to imagine, if the major group weighed its interests intelli-
gently. While the court enjoined the existing system of clearances, it did not
declare all clearance arrangements illegal. Contractual restrictions classifying
theatres as first-, second-, or third-run would be reasonable, if reasonably re-
stricted as to time and space, so as to constitute a reasonable way of making
money from copyrighted films. Even the injunction against unreasonable
clearance provisions, despite its scope, was not deemed a sufficient remedy
to permit workably competitive entry into the business of making and ex-
hibiting films. The preservation of limited clearance privileges in the decree
made theatre divorcement inevitable, for the retention of any right to refuse
first-run privileges would have made it altogether too easy for majors to
block independent entry into the theatre and producing stages of the movie
business. Theatre ownership by the major film companies was thus deemed
illegal, under the circumstances of the market, by reason of the power it
conferred to limit the potential growth of independent competitors.

Professor Spengler concludes that vertical integration, unlike horizontal
integration, “does not, as such, serve to reduce competition and may, if the
economy is already ridden by deviations from competition, operate to intensify
competition.” He points out the familiar fact that where a vertically inte-
grated firm includes one link with greater monopoly power than the others,
vertical integration may serve to increase output and, where the final market
is also monopolistic, to reduce market price. When embraced within unified
ownership, the “bottleneck” or monopoly stage of the integrated firm is used
at cost, rather than at a price enhanced by monopoly power. The economic
effect would be similar if vertical integration were adopted to avoid paying
a transaction tax. In such a case, the result must be that when the integrated
firm sells its product to the public, in the final market, its schedule of costs
would be lower than otherwise. Therefore it would react to the state of

77. Id. at 897, and see cases note 24 supra.
78. Vertical Integration and Antitrust Policy, 58 J. Pol. Econ. 347 (1950). The
article starts with an erroneous premise of law. Professor Spengler assumes that the
Supreme Court is beginning to look on vertical integration as illegal per se. Exactly the
contrary is the case. See note 39 supra.
79. Id. at 347. At a later point, however, he remarks that “vertical integration, as
such, does not necessarily suppress competition.” Id. at 351.
demand in that market by producing somewhat more than if it had paid a
toll to monopoly at the bottleneck stage. If the market for the final product
were competitive, it could profitably produce and sell more at the same price
as before. If the seller had some degree of monopoly power over the price
it charged in the final market, it could sell more only by lowering its price
—either across the board or by way of price discrimination—and it could
profitably do so by reason of the reduction in costs made possible by vertical
integration.

Spengler regards the single case he examines as a general one, tending
to prove that "vertical integration, if unaccompanied by a competition
suppressing amount of horizontal integration and if conducive to cost and price
reduction, should be looked upon with favor by a court interested in lower
prices and a better allocation of resources." His analysis, altogether correct
as far as it goes, doesn't go nearly so far as his conclusion. It does not deal
with the leverage or bargaining aspect of vertical integration essential to a
full analysis of many markets, unless the qualifications of the sentence quoted
above are interpreted so broadly as to deprive the conclusion of its apparent
thrust. It may be preferable social policy to allow a degree of regulated
monopoly profit in a true bottleneck stage of the industrial process, such as
transportation, in order to achieve a wider measure of competition in the less
monopolistic stages. In such cases vertical integration, while lowering the
costs of the integrated producer, may simultaneously give him monopolistic
advantages as the purchaser of his raw materials or the seller of his final
products. Such results do not of course invariably follow on vertical inte-
gration. Each case must be examined separately to determine whether the
vertical integration is a device to secure genuine cost advantages, or a mere
investment, mistaken or not, or a historical accident, or an attempt to avoid
paying monopoly tribute, or a move which inevitably confers monopolistic
advantages at other stages of the business.

Another approach to problems of integration under the antitrust law is
focused on the fact that almost all instances of integration, except cases of
pure investment, eliminate some competition in the business of the units being
combined. Normally, affiliated units in related phases of the same industry
deal exclusively or almost exclusively with each other. When, in the circum-
cstances of the Columbia Steel case, United States Steel bought Consolidated
Steel Corp., a small fabricating plant on the West Coast, it was taken for
granted both by the government and by the defense that the purchase would
eliminate the previous degree of competition both between United States Steel
and other steel manufacturers in supplying Consolidated with basic steel pro-
products, and between Consolidated and various subsidiaries of United States
Steel in selling fabricated products. Vertical integration almost invariably

*80. Id. at 352.
involves removing the transactions of the integrated units from the arbitra-
ment of the market. There may be some internal economies made possible
by the assurance of an outlet, the elimination of selling costs, and, in some
instances, through facilitating manufacturing operations. There are also often
serious diseconomies, if the integrated unit turns out to produce or to dis-
tribute at higher costs than the market. And the concern assumes the full
risk of obsolescence which reliance on the market would permit it to shift
to others.\textsuperscript{82}

The effects of vertical integration on investment and competition within
an industry may take even more expensive forms.\textsuperscript{83} One or two integrated
companies in an industry, may—as in steel or aluminum—control large parts
of the supply of essential raw materials needed by their competitors, or, as
in the earlier development of the anthracite industry, may own transportation
facilities which competitors had to use to reach the market. When the domin-
ant segments of an industry are integrated, and especially when future access
to essential supplies on an open market may be in doubt, the stronger in-
dependent competitors are impelled to integrate defensively in their turn,
to assure themselves raw materials, or transportation, or outlets for their
products, not controlled by their rivals. The resulting market structure is
likely to be one of oligopoly, at best. It is almost certain to involve a con-
siderable volume of investment which is economically wasteful, and would
never take place under circumstances of competition.\textsuperscript{84}

Vertical integration—the combination under single ownership of successive
stages in a particular cycle of production—is undertaken for a variety of
motives, and has a variety of effects. While it generally involves some
elimination of competition, since the integrated stages deal with each other
rather than with the market, the significance of that fact depends upon the
share of the market involved, and upon the other circumstances of particular
cases. The combination of closely related processes may be required or justi-
fied for engineering reasons. Or independent elements in an organized market
—like Macy’s or Sears, Roebuck—may use vertical integration, through

Telephone & Telegraph Co. of Western Electric Co., from which its subsidiaries are
alleged to buy telephone equipment almost exclusively. See also, United States v. E. I.
\textsuperscript{82} This phase of the problem is discussed fully by Burns, THE DECLINE OF
Competition c. 9 (1936).
\textsuperscript{83} See Stocking & Watkins, MONOPOLY AND FREE ENTERPRISE 342-4 (1951); Miller, UNFAIR COMPETITION c. 10 (1941); Burns, The DECLINE OF COMPETITION 418-60 (1936); Edwards, Maintaining Competition 97-9, 128-30 (1949); Chamberlin, MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION 122-3 (5th ed. 1946).
\textsuperscript{84} Hale, Vertical Integration: Impact of Antitrust Laws Upon Combinations of Suc-
ownership or contract, to obtain supplies of privately branded merchandise with which to undercut conventional distributors. On the other hand, vertical integration has been used in many instances as a tool of effective monopoly. It may, as in cases where ore supply is owned by a single firm, permit that firm either to dominate all subsequent stages of the manufacturing industry using the ore, or substantially to control the competitive opportunity of rivals. Or it may impose on rivals the expensive necessity of defensive vertical integration, in order to gain assured access to supply. Such drastic increases in the cost of entering a business may constitute a genuine barrier to the development of rival firms, and help to keep down their number. In other instances, where vertical integration includes a bottleneck stage, rivals may have to pay tribute to their vertically integrated competitor, with adverse effects on their competition. All in all, the economies and diseconomies, and the effects on competition of particular instances of vertical integration have to be examined in each case, against the background of the markets affected. In our industrial history the combination of units through vertical integration has often been an effective restraint of trade, or an instrument for achieving and keeping monopoly power.

III. Vertical Integration in the Oil Industry

Does the vertical integration of the major oil companies, accomplished by virtue of their ownership of transportation facilities, and by devices for the control of price policy in wholesale and retail distribution, contribute materially to the creation and maintenance of an unreasonable degree of market power in the group of major companies, considered collectively?

The major oil companies refine and sell as their own product more than 80% of the petroleum processed in the United States. Although they produce about half of the crude petroleum extracted from the earth in this country,85


86. Professor Cookenboo, Structure of the Oil Industry in Brown, Readings on the Petroleum Industry 72, 82 (Association of American Law Schools 1950), calculates that 19 major companies produced 54.1 per cent of the gross crude output of the United States in 1929, 53.3 per cent in 1933, 55.1 per cent in 1935, 51.7 per cent in 1938, 59.1 per cent in 1943, 62.0 per cent in 1945, 62.4 per cent in 1947, and 63.1 per cent in 1948. Our own calculations for the years since 1948 indicate a slight decline in the share of these 19 companies, to perhaps 60 per cent on Professor Cookenboo's scale for 1950. For the years 1929-1948 Professor Cookenboo has kindly supplied a revised version of the figures used in his contribution to Professor Brown's Readings. The nineteen companies in his sample are: Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Gulf Oil Company, Texas Company, Shell Oil Company, Standard Oil Company of California, Sinclair Oil Company, Cities-Service Company, Tidewater-Associated Oil Company, Sun Oil Company, Atlantic Refining Company, Union Oil Company of California, Standard Oil Company (Ohio), Phillips Petroleum Company, Pure Oil Company, Continental Oil Company, Skelly Oil Company, and Ohio Oil Company.
they purchase a good deal of the independently produced crude oil at the
crude oil at the wells, or near them. They own most of the pipe lines through which
the largest part of crude production is gathered from scattered wells and fields,
and carried to the refineries where it must be prepared for the market.

While the pattern of location of refineries is changing, most of the growth in
refining facilities since the war has taken place either in the Gulf Coast region,
or in the consuming market areas, near the great concentrations of
industry and population between the Chicago district and the East Coast.

87. Although 19 majors produced only about 60 per cent of the domestic crude output in 1950 they handled over 80 per cent of all crude runs to stills. In addition some oil is typically refined by independents for the account of majors. Therefore somewhat over 80 per cent of the crude oil refined in the United States was under the direct or indirect control of 19 majors in 1950. Cookenboo, supra note 86, at 84-7. See p. 891 infra.

88. "It may be stated categorically that the producer has no market at the refinery, and prefers to sell in the field." Wolbert, American Pipe Lines 47 (1952).

89. Wolbert, American Pipe Lines 9 (1952); Cookenboo supra note 86, at 88-90. Professor Cookenboo estimates that the 19 major companies studied in his sample carried 84.5 per cent of all crude oil and refined products carried by major oil companies and independents in 1940, and 88.2 per cent in 1948. If the Northern and Southern groups, National Transit and Richfield, are included, the fractions rise to 95.7 per cent in 1940 and to 96.5 per cent for 1948. While he believes that his figures may somewhat overstate the position of the majors in absolute terms, there is no doubt of their approximate accuracy, and of the stable condition they reflect.

90.

Changes in Refining Capacity in the United States, 1940-1951

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>4,713,838</td>
<td>5,442,682</td>
<td>6,963,644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+47.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refining Capacity in the Region from S.E. Louisiana to South East Texas*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1,332,600</td>
<td>1,502,945</td>
<td>2,174,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+63.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refining Capacity in P.A.D. District III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1,897,895</td>
<td>2,187,345</td>
<td>2,484,250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+30.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refining Capacity in Chicago to New York Area***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1,539,450</td>
<td>1,897,000</td>
<td>2,726,350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+77.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Refining Capacity in Oklahoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>225,875</td>
<td>219,560</td>
<td>304,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+34%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes S.E. La., Beaumont-Houston, Corpus Christi and East Texas.

** Includes N.M., Tex., La., Ala., Miss., Ark.


These are the places where it makes most sense economically to build refineries. Location near consuming areas would permit expensive and relatively permanent installations to draw their raw material from changing sources of supply, as old fields give way to new ones. And in most such areas, the price of residual oils and other jointly produced products is higher than in producing areas, or even in the Gulf Coast market. Gulf Coast refineries are economic also, both as facilities to serve the rapidly expanding consuming markets of the south and southwest, and as producing units which can reach distant markets either by sea, or increasingly, by product pipeline. Gulf Coast refineries have considerable elbow room, in that they can participate in foreign as well as southern and East Coast business, and may even consider penetrating the central and midwestern markets when price relations in different markets are appropriate. Their location on the Gulf Coast is rational on the assumption—altogether as reasonable as such guesses can be—that while individual fields in the south and southwest will rise and fall, a great deal of relatively cheap oil will continue to be available in Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma for a long time to come.

The pattern of growth in refining raises a series of basic questions: Why is so much of the independently produced oil sold to the major companies? Why isn't more transported either by producers or by independent refiners to economically located non-major refineries, for independent production and distribution in the markets of the country? Is this pattern of practice inevitable? Does it reflect the results of a monopolistic market structure, or of a purpose to restrict the entry of new competitors into the industry? Is the price of crude relatively so high, and the price of gasoline relatively so low, as to make independent refining an unattractive field for investment? Is the cost of efficient refining so high that capital requirements alone constitute an insuperable barrier to independent expansion? Is the refining business more risky than other parts of the industry, at least in the sense that the rewards can never be quite so spectacular as in oil production, whereas the pressure in years of severe price difficulty can be very real? What significance, if any, should


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Pipeline Deliveries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GASOLINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>2139</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>2792</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>3243</td>
<td>1135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Pipeline Deliveries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kerosene &amp; Distillate Fuel Oils</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(000 barrels per day)

be attached to pipe line ownership by the major companies as a factor limiting the growth of existing independent refineries, and the entry of potential independent companies in this part of the business?

In the past, at least, pipe line ownership gave the major companies a powerful voice in the markets for crude. The level of pipe line rates in relation to field prices provided a distinct incentive for independent producers of crude oil to sell their oil to a major company pipe line owner in the field. Pipe line rates were so high as to discourage independent producers from transporting crude oil through the pipe lines on their own account, to be sold in markets containing more buyers than are available in any producing area.92 Similarly, the relation between crude prices and pipe line rates helped to keep independent refineries located far from particular fields from purchasing oil advantageously in those fields, and transporting it to their own account via pipe lines. This effect was enhanced by high tender requirements, and other conditions imposed on the carriage of oil by the pipe line companies.93 Although the oil and gasoline pipe lines have been common carriers in form for many years, they have until recently transported very little except oil or gasoline produced or purchased by other branches of their own companies.94

92. WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 17-21 (1951); cf. SEN. REP. NO. 25, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 19-23 (1949).

93. See, e.g., Brundred Brothers v. Prairie Pipe Line Co., 68 I.C.C. 458, 462-4, 465-6 (1922) (minimum tender requirements of 100,000 barrels ordered lowered to 10,000 barrels); Reduced Pipe Lines Rates and Gathering Charges, 243 I.C.C. 115, 133-7 (1940) (minimum tender requirements varying from 500 to 100,000 barrels—respondents ordered to show cause why 10,000 barrels would be unreasonable); Petroleum Rail Shippers Assn. v. Alton & Southern R.R., 243 I.C.C. 589, 655-8 (1941) (25,000 barrels fixed as reasonable minimum tender for products pipe line); Reduced Pipe Lines Rates and Gathering Charges, 272 I.C.C. 375, 382-3 (1948) (7 pipe lines ordered to lower tender requirements of 100,000 and 25,000 barrels to conform with ICC tender requirements).

For summary of the cases and an analysis of the problems see WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 22-41 (1952); Comment, 51 YALE L.J. 1338, 1343-6 (1942).

94. 34 STAT. 584 (1906), as amended 49 U.S.C. § 1 (1946). Attempts by majors to avoid jurisdiction under the act were thwarted in In the Matter of Pipe Lines, 24 I.C.C. 1 (1912) and the lines were ordered to file tariffs, id. at 11. When the lines challenged Commission orders as a deprivation of property without due process of law, the Supreme Court found them to be common carriers in substance, The Pipe Line Cases, 234 U.S. 548 (1914), and ordered compliance, excepting from the order one line that carried only its own oil from "its own wells to refinery." Id. at 562. This exception was qualified in Valvoline Oil Co. v. United States, 308 U.S. 141 (1939) (ICC jurisdiction challenged by Valvoline because its line only carried oil to Valvoline's own refineries; held, since the oil was purchased "from many sources" the exception does not apply) and further diminished in Champlin Refining Co. v. United States, 329 U.S. 29 (1946) (where Champlin's products pipe line carried output of Champlin's refinery to market F.O.B. refinery, pipe line is within jurisdiction of Hepburn Act). Note also United States v. Champlin Refining Co., 341 U.S. 290 (1951) (abandonment by Champlin of F.O.B. pricing does not change status, but since services "unsought after" by independents, Champlin's rates could not yet be regulated even though company must comply with Uniform System of Accounts). For summary, consult WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 117-132 (1952).

ENTRY INTO OIL REFINING BUSINESS

In *A National Policy for the Oil Industry*, a review of efforts to control pipe line rates, both by administrative regulation under the Interstate Commerce Act and by the consent decree under the Elkins Act in the *Atlantic Refining* case, reached the conclusion that the rate control approach had little to offer as a means of enlarging the area of competition in the oil industry. At any level of profits likely to be sanctioned by the Interstate Commerce Commission as a reasonable return on an assumed value, shippers would be forced to pay their competitors a profit on the transport service, which would constitute a rebate affecting competition among the oil companies. On the other hand, it was contended, a reduction of rates that would approach economic norms would be a step of limited, but nonetheless considerable promise.

“For even if the independent seller reached across all the hurdles to a somewhat larger market, he would find his position had not been radically improved. He would confront a larger group of possible buyers of his product, but it would still be a small group of buyers, compared with the greatly increased number of sellers who would simultaneously have come with him from the separate oil fields to the common market place. The difference, however, though not revolutionary, might well prove significant. If the independent producers of crude could use the pipe lines on equal terms as shippers, they could more easily do business with independent refiners. The dominance of the major companies as buyers in the crude markets would perhaps be qualified. Thus the monopoly control factors which have steadily cut the independent refiners’ share of the market for the last twenty years would be partly ameliorated, and the independent refiners would have gained a less restricted opportunity to compete with the major refiners. They would have greater access to sources of supply, and would therefore be less completely under major company control.”

Professor Wolbert, in a thorough, careful, and on the whole critical study of the monopolistic consequences of major company pipe line ownership in the oil industry, agrees with this analysis, as a view of past experience.

---

98. *Wolbert, American Pipe Lines* (1952). The next few pages of this paper will be in part a review of, and a comment upon Professor Wolbert’s conscientious work. It is an analysis of the issues behind the demand for vertical disintegration in the oil industry, which, he says, have in recent years “swelled, roared, and sullenly subsided, only to rise again like the crest of an angry sea.” *Id.* at 3. He considers the history and main elements of the controversy, and the two major remedies so far employed, regulation by the ICC and the consent decree in the *Atlantic Refining Company* case. The book is carefully prepared and documented, and generally well-informed about industry conditions, although its treatment of the problems encountered under the consent decree is rather more abstract than necessary. Consultations could have produced the
But he contends that ICC regulation, if reformed and made more vigilant and continuous, should be sufficiently effective to eliminate the monopolistic leverage previously implicit in the major company pipe line ownership.99

"The basic fact is that until pipe line tariffs provide for 'cost rates,' or the lines are completely divorced, the shipper-owners will realize some competitive advantage over outside shippers to the extent of the difference between the cost and the rate. The reason for this is that shipper-owners necessarily ship at cost, whether the line is operated as a department of the corporate shipper, as a wholly-owned subsidiary, or as a joint adventure, while outside shippers must pay the tariff rate. In addition to this differential, shipper-owners obtain a further advantage by realizing a profit for carrying their competitors' goods. During the early formulative period of petroleum industry development, the tremendous competitive differential in the transportation phase enabled the large companies possessing extensive pipe line systems to locate their refineries near tidewater or large marketing areas, while the smaller outfits were forced to construct their plants near the producing fields.

"The monopolistic potential created by an extreme spread between pipe line costs and tariff rates was brought to the attention of the Interstate Commerce Commission during the hearings in the Reduced Pipe Line Rates case. The cost-rate differential was discussed at several points during the TNEC Hearings. The members of the Committee from the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission felt that payment by the carrier to the shipper-owner of any part of the difference between cost and tariff rate constituted a rebate (on shipper-owner movements) or a draw-back (on outside shipments). Industry's spokesmen agreed that exorbitant rates created an unfair advantage but insisted that a reasonable rate would not create an unfair advantage because the independent shipper would be availing himself of the benefits of the shipper-owner's capital to do more business on less capital than he could have done if he had constructed his own line."100

Apparently Wolbert concludes that while administrative regulation of pipe line rates and other practices by the ICC is moving on sound lines, it requires further development to be fully adequate:101 increased staff and funds, reliance principally on investigation by the Commission rather than on shipper complaints, and the creation within the Commission of a special Bureau answers to many of the questions posed. A few minor errors may be noted. The 10 per cent-90 per cent rule used in computing the division of joint rates is incorrectly stated. Id. at 22 n. 102. There have been more independent lines than Crusader and Prairie. Id. at 102. Buckeye is perhaps the most important.

100. Id. at 52-3.
101. Id. at 141-2.
charged with primary responsibility in pipe line matters. Given these changes, he believes, divestiture of the pipe lines from the major companies would be unnecessary; the monopolistic advantages of pipe line ownership would be eliminated by rate regulation. Rates which correspond to costs could not give the carrier-oil company a competitive advantage. Although the analysis is correct, it should be emphasized that while "costs" for this purpose should include a normative long-run return on capital, "cost rates," in Wolbert's sense of the term, by no means correspond to the rates which normally pass muster in the process of utility regulation as providing "a fair return on fair value." Assuming the achievement of effective rate regulation in this special sense, he would dismiss the Atlantic Refining Company proceeding, limiting to 7% on the ICC property valuation the dividends which any pipe line company can pay to its parent major oil company. This position may not fully represent Wolbert's final conclusions on the pipe line question. He would also have the government undertake regional antitrust suits against the major companies operating in any market "to prevent abusive restraints of trade or any undue use of leverage made possible by large aggregations of economic power."

Discriminations in service, refusals of service, and some older methods for forcing the sale of crude to major companies in the field seem largely to have disappeared—or at least greatly diminished—in pipe line administration.

But the competitive significance of present day rate levels, and of the rate structure, is by no means so obvious as Wolbert implies. Rate regulation is incapable, as a matter of practical experience, of achieving so precise a result as rates which would at any moment of time yield no more than a fair return on a fair value. And it is a fortiori incapable of achieving "cost rates," as Wolbert uses the phrase. Because a large fraction of pipe line costs are fixed, profit varies greatly with volume. Operating and other expenses fluctuate more than rates, and the replacement cost of capital equipment has probably outstripped depreciation reserves during the last decade of sustained

102. Id. at 104, 163-4.
103. Id. at 163.
104. Id. at 107-8, 163-4.
105. For the year 1950, depreciation, maintenance and general office expenses were $98,699,820, or 50 per cent of total expenses of $194,839,712 for the trunk lines of 77 companies reporting to the ICC. Depreciation, maintenance and general office expenses totaled $29,160,106 of $59,871,757 in gathering lines of the same companies in 1950. ICC, STATISTICS OF OIL PIPE LINE COMPANIES FOR 1950 24-5 (1951).
106. Of course volume is not the only factor which would determine the profitability of pipelines if they carried the oil of outside shippers. Wages and material costs, taxes, and rates are all variables entering the equation. The increasing shares of the transport business done by product pipe lines, as well as some rate increases, may account for recent increases in profits. See ICC, 64TH ANNUAL REPORT 16 (1950). For further relevant statistics see ICC, STATISTICS OF OIL PIPE LINE COMPANIES FOR 1950 (1951). See generally Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 272 I.C.C. 375, 378 (1948).
inflation—a circumstance hardly likely to diminish in significance in the foreseeable future. Whether at any period regulated utilities earn more than competitive industries, and thus enjoy monopoly profits, or less, and therefore starve for capital, depends on a combination of circumstances: the relative changes of wages and material costs, on the one hand, and of rates and volume on the other. How to control utility rates in a rapidly changing (and somewhat inflationary) economy presents one of the most baffling general problems of public policy. It could hardly be expected that pipe line regulation under the Transportation Act, considerably less rigid than the regulation of rail rates or the usual forms of state gas and electric utility regulation, 107 would be able through time to eliminate the competitive advantages which major oil companies possess by virtue of pipe line ownership.

Nonetheless, the important problem is that of more or less. For a variety of reasons, pipe line rates are relatively lower than they used to be. 108 Despite rate changes, they probably still constitute a disadvantage, at most stages of the trade cycle, added to the others which face a company seeking to enter the refining stage of the industry. Is that disadvantage sufficiently material to justify or to require divorcement? Like many another market force, has it been repealed by inflation?

107. 34 Stat. 584 (1906), as amended, 49 U.S.C. § 1 et seq. (1946). The most significant hiatus in pipe line regulation lies in the exception to ICC jurisdiction carved out in The Pipe Line Cases, 234 U.S. 548 (1914), for lines carrying their own product from their own wells to their own refineries. See note 94 supra. Although this exception has been narrowed to require all interstate pipe lines to file accounts and data with the ICC, United States v. Champlin Refining Co., 341 U.S. 290 (1951), it still leaves carriers within its scope free from rate regulation power of the ICC, at least until outside shippers seek (or perhaps need) to use the line. Id. at 297-8.

Moreover, unlike rail and motor carrier regulation, pipe line regulation does not seem yet to have taken into account such significant factors as interpipe line competition and "value-of-the-service" to shipper—another way of measuring economic conditions. Compare Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 243 I.C.C. 115, 143-4 (1940) (pipe lines), with Petroleum Rail Shippers Assn. v. Alton & So.R.R., 243 I.C.C. 589, 639 (1941) (pipe lines and railroads), and with Petroleum Products from Wyoming to Montana, 276 I.C.C. 720 (1950) (railroads and motor carriers).

It is not necessary for the purposes of this paper to get into the controversy among economists about appropriate standards of rate making for utilities, and especially the so-called "marginal-cost-pricing" issue—see Hotelling, The General Welfare in Relation to Problems of Taxation and of Railway and Utility Rates, 6 Economica 242 (1938); LITTLE, A CRITIQUE OF WELFARE ECONOMICS (1950), except to note (1) that marginal cost is not even theoretically an appropriate standard for rate-making at any particular short-run level of output, since under competitive conditions output is determined by the relation of marginal cost to price, not price by marginal cost. Rostow, op. cit. supra note 1, at 49; and (2) that an appropriate cost standard for pricing the product or service of a regulated utility would depend on the scale of output achieved, which might in turn depend on the price charged. In short, the problem is probably insoluble theoretically, and can only be dealt with by trial and error.

108. See note 5 supra.
Recent Growth of Independent Refining.

The oil industry has been expanding rapidly. The total consumption of oil for all purposes in the United States has risen from about 4 million barrels a day in 1940 to 6.8 million barrels daily in 1950 and about 7.3 million barrels a day in 1951. The growth in petrochemicals has been phenomenal, and has been shared by some of the newer strong companies in the field, notably Lion Oil Company. In many industries, periods of sustained expansion seem to result in the relatively greater advance of smaller than of larger companies, both in rates of profit and in rates of growth in asset values. In such periods smaller companies, and even new companies, seem to enjoy an advantage over established market leaders, if—and the qualification is vital—increased demand is allowed to force prices up enough to encourage the entry of new firms into the industry. It would take a full analysis of the sociology as well as the economics of industry to account satisfactorily for all the elements which make up this process. It is a reasonably well documented fact, however, which should be prayerfully considered by the responsible management of big business as the possible basis for a new approach to its problems of effective organization in the interests of profit maximization. The economic prospect of continued high levels of employment and growth, sustained not only by the Cold War, but by the fiscal and monetary policies of government, presents an urgent challenge to those who direct our larger corporations—a challenge which so far seems not to have been fully considered, nor indeed squarely faced.

Dr. Joseph E. Pogue and Frederick G. Coqueron have recently measured the growth of a group of thirty oil companies. Their sample is a representative one, including both the large integrated companies, certain substantial companies engaged principally in land holding and production, and some smaller producing and refining companies. They have compiled financial data on the operating results achieved by this group since 1934, and have compared results for three classes of companies within their sample: 13 comp-

112. Sources: 1940 and 1947 figures, Pogue, The Function of “Profits” in the Petroleum Industry 20 (1948); 1950 figures, Moody’s Industrials (1951). There may be some slight, though we believe harmless, deviation in content between Dr. Pogue’s figures and those for 1950. For 1950, Borrowed and Invested Capital includes all long-term debt and capital accounts not including “reserve” items; Total Assets is the balancing figure; and Net Operating Income is taken “after taxes.” The sample used is discussed at length in Pogue & Coqueron, Financial Analysis of Thirty Oil Companies (1945 and 1950). One source of difference between the figures is that in order to preserve
### TABLE I

**Comparative Growth of Larger and Smaller Members of a Group of 30 Oil Companies, 1940-1950†**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Group C</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 less</td>
<td>11 $100$</td>
<td>6 more</td>
<td>15 less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Worth</td>
<td>than $100</td>
<td>to $500</td>
<td>million each</td>
<td>than $500 million each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>3983</td>
<td>5977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>2437</td>
<td>5737</td>
<td>8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>3373</td>
<td>7938</td>
<td>12252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>78.8%</td>
<td>41.8%</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowed and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invested Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4874</td>
<td>7269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>2911</td>
<td>7011</td>
<td>10491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>1166</td>
<td>4025</td>
<td>8870</td>
<td>14061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>104.9%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>2238</td>
<td>5590</td>
<td>8232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>3491</td>
<td>8490</td>
<td>12641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>4703</td>
<td>11463</td>
<td>17426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>50.6%</td>
<td>51.7%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>1395</td>
<td>2395</td>
<td>3967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>3368</td>
<td>6441</td>
<td>10334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>4781</td>
<td>9255</td>
<td>15410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>196.6%</td>
<td>141.4%</td>
<td>168.9%</td>
<td>160.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>142.4%</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Group C</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>2307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>463.2%</td>
<td>285.9%</td>
<td>185.3%</td>
<td>223.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>175%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>105.1%</td>
<td>103.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>117.1%</td>
<td>111.7%</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Crude*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1940-47</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1947-50</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to Net Worth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to Borrowed and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invested Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/40</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/47</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/31/50</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Figures in millions of dollars.  
† Figures in millions of dollars.  
Sources: See note 112 supra.

* Net crude in millions of barrels.
panies whose net worth on December 31, 1947 was less than $100 million (Group A), 11 companies whose net worth on that date was between $100 million and $500 million (Group B), and 6 companies whose net worth was over $500 million (Group C). We have brought their figures through 1950, on what we believe to be a comparable basis, although they are not to be considered responsible for our calculations. These figures, together, with two computations of "profit" rates, are included in Table I.

For purposes of the problem of integration, the nature of the sample may give too much weight to production, and its relative profitability under prevailing circumstances of taxation, production controls, and especially price-posting methods. Moreover, debt financing is most significant in the pipeline branch of the industry, so that the ratio of net income to net worth for integrated companies would show some leverage not available for companies with little debt.

With these qualifications, the tabulation shows that the smaller members of the group have grown more rapidly than the larger ones, by most criteria. While the larger companies were more profitable in 1940, a year of less than full employment, Group A was distinctly more profitable both in 1947 and in 1950. Thus the 13 smallest companies in Group A increased their net worth 62.8% between 1940 and 1947, and 78.8% between 1947 and 1950, as compared with increases of 44% for the 6 companies in Group C, between 1940 and 1947, and of 38.3% between 1947 and 1950. The net income of the companies in Group A increased by 463.2% between 1940 and 1947, while that of companies in Group C rose 185.3%. Between 1947 and 1950, the net income of Group A rose 91.9%, while that of Group C rose 87%.

On the other hand, a separate examination of the refining phase of the industry reveals that new refinery operations and companies which had a refining capacity of less than 50,000 barrels a day in 1946 have grown less than companies which in 1946 had a capacity above that figure.

Companies which in 1946 had a capacity of more than 50,000 barrels a day had 74.1% of capacity in 1940, 75.6% in 1946, and 78.8% in 1951, whereas companies which had less than 50,000 barrels a day capacity in 1946 had 25.9% of capacity in 1940, 24.4% in 1946 and 21.2% in 1951. As is

continuity for the 1950 calculations we have substituted Sunray Oil Co. for Barnsdall, whereas Pogue and Coqueron replaced Barnsdall with Cities-Service.

The following companies are included in the sample studied by Pogue & Coqueron:


B. MEDIUM 11—Atlantic, Continental, Ohio Oil, Phillips, Pure, Shell, Sinclair, Standard Ohio, Sun Oil, Tidewater, Union Oil.

C. LARGEST 6—Gulf, Socony, Std/CaJ, Std/Ind., Std/N.J., Texas Co.

* Primary producing company, or substantially interested in non-oil operations.

113. See Baker & Griswold, Percentage Depletion—A Correspondence, 64 Harv. L. Rev. 361 (1951).
TABLE II

Crude Oil Refining Capacity, Companies with More or Less Than 50,000 Barrels/day Capacity in 1946.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity—All Companies</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 50,000 B/D</td>
<td>3.491</td>
<td>4.112</td>
<td>5.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50,000 B/D</td>
<td>1.222</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>1.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in 1946 (Million Barrels per day)</td>
<td>4.713</td>
<td>5.442</td>
<td>7.312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent & U.S. Total Capacity owned by companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1940-1946</th>
<th>1946-1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 50,000 B/D</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 50,000 B/D</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Growth of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1940-1946</th>
<th>1946-1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Companies over 50,000</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td>40.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies under 50,000</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: 1940 and 1946 figures are from Patton, Petroleum Refining War and Post-War (U.S. Dep't of Comm. 1947); 1951 figures are from the Oil and Gas Journal, March 17, 1952, p. 321 et seq. and include only operating refineries.

implicit in this result, the larger companies increased their capacity 65% between 1940 and 1951, whereas the capacity of the smaller ones increased only 26.6%. Most (perhaps all) independent refiners had less than 50,000 barrels a day refining capacity in 1946.

While refineries exist for different markets and different products, so that optimum size may vary according to circumstance, it is apparent that the trend revealed in Table II can hardly be attributed to technological imperatives based on economies of scale. Several independent refiners have stated in their replies to questionnaires that in their experience the minimum efficient scale of refining is currently between 5,000 and 12,000 barrels per day capacity. One such response, based on engineering estimates, is that a well located Mid-Continent refinery, using catalytic cracking, could be altogether efficient at a capacity of 15,000 barrels a day, and would cost approximately $15,000,000. Another places the minimum efficient size of a competitive refinery in his district at 17,500 barrels a day capacity. Dr. Robert E. Wilson, Chairman of the Board of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) has recently said that a diversified products refinery of 30,000 barrels a day capacity is large enough to be reasonably efficient, although “maximum efficiency and minimum costs require throughputs several times this,” with the result that several refineries have been built up to handle over 200,000 barrels a day—a small fraction of the total current national capacity of about 7,000,000 barrels a day. In considering the problem of entry into the refining business, it is significant too that the process of increasing technological specialization in the industry has resulted in the construction of refineries becoming
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almost entirely a matter for engineering firms, whose services are available on contract to all comers. While the staff of the refining company normally oversees the construction job, even the largest major companies no longer build refineries themselves.

A study of refining trends made by Professor Leslie Cookenboo indicates that a group of 19 companies, which refined 79% of all runs to stills in 1930, and 81.2% of such runs in 1937, had risen to 82.5% in 1948. Our own estimates indicate that this percentage, calculated on what we believe to be the same basis, rose to 82.9% in 1949 and 83.1% in 1950.115

In the absence of any recent full-scale enquiries into over-all changes in the oil industry, it is not easy to document the relative growth of large and small oil companies in detail, or to trace the fate of new entrants into the field, or of radically expanded older independents. Nonetheless, if one may rely on impressions, backed by interviews and consultations, and a questionnaire circulated to 64 smaller refining companies,116 this seems to be what has happened since the war: several relatively strong companies have emerged, or gained so rapidly in strength as to constitute market factors of new significance, although very few have grown as much as the average rate of increase in capacity for the industry as a whole. Each of the refining companies has had to gain competitive and assured access to crude oil, and the companies engaged exclusively in the distribution of products have had to arrange for regular supplies of gasoline. In at least one instance—that of the Ashland Oil & Refining Company, operating principally in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia—reliance has been placed on its own greatly improved barge line operations. A considerable number of the expanded newer companies operate in or near the Gulf Coast. Their transportation problem is less acute than in the case of refineries located in the northeast or middlewest, although they may have to pay a transportation premium of some importance, as compared with their major company competitors. Several independent companies depend on their own tankers for transportation from the Gulf Coast to East Coast points. In the Chicago area, which is served by five crude oil pipe lines, as well as several product lines, at least

115. Cookenboo, supra note 86, at 82, as revised by his subsequent calculations. 1949 and 1950 figures from Moody's INDUSTRIALS.

Of a group of five independent refining companies, Ashland Oil & Ref. Co., Casden Petroleum Corp., Deep Rock Oil Corp., Leonard Refineries, Inc., and Lion Oil Co., only Ashland increased its refining capacity substantially between 1940 and 1950, and only Ashland and Lion made conspicuous gains in net worth and net income. Moody's INDUSTRIALS, 1941, 1942, 1947, 1951. The special problems presented by the growth of refineries owned by cooperatives, favored both by legislation and by forces of public opinion (and therefore of company policy in relation to opinion) constitute a variation. See Mathe, Petroleum Operations of Farmer Cooperatives (U.S. Dep't Agric., Farm Credit Administration, 1951).

116. Listed in Patton, op. cit. supra note 90, and Oil and Gas Journal, March 17, 1952, p. 321 et seq.
one well-managed independent refining company (Globe Oil & Refining Company), producing a substantial volume of products, has been able to rely on common carrier transportation, and to grow considerably.

The responses to questionnaires varied, certain companies indicating that dependence on outside pipe lines was a handicap, both in cost and in service, others (uniformly in areas where the distance of carriage was short) reporting that the use of major company pipe lines was not a disadvantage.

In general, it appears to be true that, although incentives and opportunities for growth and entry are nearly universal, independent refining has advanced most where it is not dependent on transportation facilities owned by major companies for substantial hauls. Even in the Gulf Coast area, where certain companies have expanded on crude supplied by major companies, they have encountered market situations which confirmed their dependence on their suppliers, prevailing within the pattern of price leadership. Episodes of this kind, against the background of the historic memories of the industry, have accentuated in many cases the urge of the newer company to integrate in its turn, so as to gain independent access to sufficient supplies of crude, and often also to have at least partial direct outlets for the final sale of its products. On the other hand, where transportation is available on equal terms, independent refining in market areas seems to develop rapidly. Thus a new, small independent refiner, International Refineries, Inc., has undertaken to build a 10,000 barrel a day installation in Carlton County, Minnesota, depending on supplies from Canada via a subsidiary of the Interprovincial pipe line, a common carrier line financed both by some major companies and by outside capital.117

On the basis of a tentative and preliminary enquiry into the growth of independent refining companies, the general pattern of movement within the industry seems to justify these conclusions:

(1) In a period of sustained expansion, approximately at the rate of the overall expansion of industrial output, some few smaller companies, especially those engaged in oil production, have grown faster than the average. But the percentage of oil produced by the major companies has risen from about 52%-55% in the pre-war period, to something over 62% in the war and immediate post-war period, and is now about 60%. Meanwhile the percentage of refining done by the major companies has increased somewhat in recent years, and is now higher than ever before.

(2) Most of the independent refining companies which have made spectacular gains have done so without extensive, long-distance use of major-company owned pipe lines. In the main, they have solved their transport problem by owning tankers, importing oil from Mexico, or by developing efficient, low-cost barges. In several instances, their capacity to grow seems to have

117. Prospectus, International Refineries, Inc., Sept. 24, 1951, pp. 5-6. The estimated cost of the 10,000 barrel a day combination unit, embodying a fluid catalytic cracking process, is $6,700,000. Id. at 6.
been based on a purchase of government war surplus property—either a refinery or a tanker, or both.

(3) Despite some increase in the outside use of pipe lines as common carriers, and the efforts of some pipe line companies to develop such business, the bulk of independently produced crude is still sold to major companies in the field, for transportation to their refineries for processing and distribution.

In short, in the case of the oil industry the beginning of analysis from the point of view of the antitrust laws is the proposition that the major companies are oligopsonists in the crude purchasing market and oligopolists in the sale of refined products. This is by no means a final answer to the antitrust problems of the oil industry. The courts must determine whether the system of monopolistic competition in buying and selling satisfies criteria of workable or effective competition. The answer may conceivably be different in different local markets. In a few markets, entry has proved relatively so easy, particularly through newer types of large-volume filling stations, as to generate frequent price "wars." The line between effective and ineffective competition isn't easy to draw, a priori. It would require an evaluation of price formation, entry into the industry, the level of costs and other relevant factors. Ragged and unstable monopolistic competition shades into workable competition at a point which must be ascertained in the particular case. The problem of judgment, however, is not markedly difficult in most

118. WOLBER, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 45 (1952). The factual validity of the proposition that most pipe lines carry mainly goods in effect owned by the carrier should be re-examined. It seems likely that in many areas material owned by a major company moves not only through its own lines, but through several other connecting lines, owned by other major companies, in order to reach its final destination. Where each major holds an ownership interest in the pipe line in proportion to its share of the traffic, the issue is unchanged. But to the extent that such movements are handled in fact by payment of the full tariff, and division of joint rates, the entire problem is altered.

119. Id. at 99.

120. See, e.g., Dirlam & Kahn, supra note 32 at 832-4; cf. BROWN, MULVHILL, THOMPSON & VINEBURGH, REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE GASOLINE PRICE WAR (Conn. 1950). The report discussed the normal price cutting of private brands and went on to state: "More drastic in its effect was the opening in July by the Saveway chain, of a large 'super service station' in East Hartford. This company builds only very large stations, buys its gasoline in bulk for storage in tremendous tanks at the station and offers only limited services—that is, motorists are expected to perform such free services as air and windshield wiping for themselves. The Saveway station started out selling 3 cents or 4 cents below the general retail price, and its volume of sales soon had a marked effect on all stations in the area. . . . Its volume . . . soon reached several hundred thousand gallons per month. Since the average station sells only 10,000 to 20,000 gallons per month, it will readily be seen that the impact of the Saveway station was considerable. "The quick response of prices generally to the challenge of Saveway was initiated by the Sun Oil Company. Sun, far from denying its intention to meet the competition of Saveway and other large-scale cut price operators, has defended itself publicly. . . . Sun's position is that it will encourage its dealers to reduce prices to whatever extent necessary to recover gallonage lost to private-brand competition." Id. at 6-7.
petroleum markets. The pattern of price formation, the significance of advertising and other selling costs, and the difficulties of entry into the refining phases of the business constitute what would generally be regarded as a clear-cut example of organized and socially expensive oligopoly—well beyond the limits of workable or effective competition.

If used alone, a comparison of profit rates is an inconclusive approach to the problem of distinguishing effective from ineffective competitive oligopoly. In the first place, as Judge Learned Hand pointed out in the *Alcoa* case, "it is no excuse for 'monopolizing' a market that the monopoly had not been used to extract from the consumer more than a 'fair' profit. The Act has wider purposes." Especially in recent periods of expansion, many industries in which sellers have considerable power over price have not raised their prices as much as prices have been driven up by demand in more competitive sectors of the economy. It is an extraordinarily dangerous long-run policy, which may have socially damaging effects on the allocation of available capital among industries. Many motives may account for this phenomenon. As Professor Bain suggests, such policies may be rational for monopolists, in that they keep price enough below the theoretical maximum "to forestall entry and thus to maximize the long-run profits of the established firms." In the second place, concentration on comparative profit rates, while interesting and suggestive, must be supplemented by a full consideration of the level of costs. Many cases of oligopoly involve serious waste—uneconomic expenditure designed to influence demand or to multiply distributive facilities. A low profit rate above excessive costs may be socially worse than a high profit rate above minimal costs. Thirdly, the comparative level of profit as such has no particular significance of itself. The level of profit must be evaluated in relation to the state of the trade cycle, and the development and structure of the industry. In an expanding competitive industry, profits should be high precisely in order to attract new firms and new capital. Under competitive conditions, price would never be close to cost at any particular time. Differences between prices and costs are the main mechanism of competition for guiding resources to their most productive possible use.

If it is assumed that the industry's pricing practices fall on the monopolistic side of the boundary line—an issue we do not propose to re-examine here—what bearing if any does major company ownership of the pipe lines have on prices and entry? Would the major companies remain effective "oligopsonists" in the crude market if they did not own the pipe lines? Would entry into the refining stage of the business be appreciably altered by separation of the pipe lines from major company ownership?

121. United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416, 427 (2d Cir. 1945). See also note 22 supra.

122. Bain, *Relation of Profit Rate to Industry Concentration*, 65 Q. J. Econ. 293, 294 n. 7 (1951).
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Wolbert contends that while pipe line rates in the past discouraged outside use of the pipe lines, and made it advantageous for producers to sell their crude to major company purchasers, this result would probably have occurred anyway.\textsuperscript{123} Independent refiners located in large consuming areas could not have used the lines, he believes, because pipe line shipment involves a time-lag and a tie-up of capital in financing the movement of crude during that period; because of the possibility of contamination, if they wished crude of higher gravity then the common flow of oil transported in the line; and because of the complications of bookkeeping involved in paying divisional interests.

These are hardly substantial arguments. Independent producers located in large consuming areas have tied up a great deal of capital in their own barge lines or tankers, and have accepted even longer periods of delay, as a consequence of their use of such means of transportation. The use of common-stream as compared with segregated shipment hardly presents a major problem, under current minimum tender practices and current techniques of pipe line operation. And modes of payment to divisional interests is an issue of bookkeeping which could hardly hold back a refiner determined to try his chances in a business requiring a good many million dollars of capital. In addition Wolbert notes that existing lines often do not reach the exact location of an independent company's refinery, having been built to serve major company installations in the area.\textsuperscript{124} The point is not conclusive. A short connecting line is not beyond the reach of a strong independent refiner,\textsuperscript{125} nor beyond the initiative of an independent pipe line company interested in the business of regularly transporting oil to the independent refiner. Naturally, a major company pipe line owner would have no strong interest in providing such a facility. It doesn't follow, however, that an independent pipe line company would be similarly motivated.

\textit{Divorce as an antitrust remedy.}

Assuming, however, that a group of integrated companies would be found to have violated the Sherman Act, as a combination with the effect of controlling or unduly influencing prices, Wolbert concludes that divorcement of pipe line ownership “does not necessarily follow.”\textsuperscript{126} He contends that the effect of divorcement would probably be to raise pipe line rates and to weaken the service provided, with “little, if any, competitive gain on the part of independent refiners and jobbers, and detriment to independent producers and ‘wild catters.’”\textsuperscript{127} The net result, he states, would be higher prices to con-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{123} Wolbert, American Pipe Lines 45-8 (1952).
  \item \textsuperscript{124} Id. at 48.
  \item \textsuperscript{125} See, e.g., the short connecting line built by the Wasatch Refinery, as reported in Minnella Oil Corp. v. Continental Pipe Line, 258 I.C.C. 41 (1944).
  \item \textsuperscript{126} Wolbert, American Pipe Lines 99 (1952).
  \item \textsuperscript{127} Id. at 104. See also id. at 100-3.
\end{itemize}
sumers, at least in the short run. Several arguments are advanced to support his conclusion.

Divorcement would harm the independent producer, Wolbert finds, because separate pipe line companies would be less aggressive than the present major-owned lines in reaching out quickly and effectively into new fields. Today in the competitive quest for supplies of crude, the major companies build gathering lines into producing areas as soon as they begin to show signs of a promising volume of production. While independently owned pipe lines would be as eager as the present pipe line owners to make money they might not be so willing to build before the reserve position of a new field is thoroughly established.

Wolbert’s reasoning seems to support a quite different thesis. For he contends, in effect, that pipe line ownership leads the major companies into uneconomic investments, which would not take place in a competitive environment. In their eagerness to tie up the output of a field—that is, to gain market and supply advantages as producers and purchasers in a new field—the major companies may throw in gathering lines before it has been established that the field’s output will be sufficient to justify the investment. From the point of view of society, if not of the individual leaseholder in the field, it would surely be preferable to delay the investment in pipe until the field’s prospective yield is more firmly established. Some students of the industry suggest that independently owned pipe line companies would be less vigorous than existing major companies in reaching fields where production prospects are good. It is difficult to see why this should be so. Experience in the natural gas industry does not indicate that independently owned pipe line companies are sluggish in building connections to new producing areas. Actually, independently owned pipe line companies would have motives for joining the wild-catters in a new field almost as quickly as the major companies do now. While they would not be concerned as purchasers of crude, they would have strong interests in gaining first access to a new field for the prospective transportation business. And the incentives for such prompt action would be increased if the building of pipe lines were to be put on a “certificate of necessity and convenience” basis, like many other forms of public utility investment.

The second half of Wolbert’s argument is equally weak. He contends that divorcement would hurt the small producer because the major companies, not being committed to an existing field by pipe line ownership, might shift

128. Id. at 103.
129. Id. at 100.
130. Id. at 103.
131. Pogue, Economics of Pipe-Line Transportation in the Petroleum Industry 19 (1932): “Pipe lines are doubtless open to criticism for providing oil fields too amply with transportation facilities, for under the urge of competition practically every oil area is over capacitated in this respect. . . .”
their purchases if cheaper oil became available elsewhere, whereas they now continue to buy oil in fields where they have placed pipe lines, even when they have to absorb small losses on gathering charges to do so. It is hardly a defense in the name of the competitive system that major companies may buy dear oil when they could get it more cheaply, because they have made a mistaken investment in pipe lines to a field which turns out badly. If production from a given field becomes comparatively expensive, any pipe line company, major owned or independent, would be under the same economic inducement to use its pipe line so long as any return above actual operating costs is earned on the carriage, or while operating losses are less than shutdown losses. Continued purchasing, and continued use of the facility beyond that point would involve an unjustified subsidy, often found in situations of vertical integration which turn out to have been poor investments.

Wolbert believes that independent jobbers could gain little if anything from pipe line divorcement. Their fate is linked to that of independent refiners, their chief suppliers. He is convinced that independent refiners could not, as a practical matter, use independently owned pipe lines, for the reasons discussed on p. 895 supra, and therefore concludes that divorcement could not materially help jobbers. Since the argument with regard to independent refiners is unsound, the inference as to jobbers, which rests on it, falls as well.

The pipe lines themselves, according to Wolbert, would face ruin and bankruptcy in the event of divorcement. For this dire conclusion he relies on the experience of two lines—the Crusader Pipe Line Company and the Prairie Pipe Line Company. They are hardly “the only precedents available.” Several substantially common carrier pipe lines exist as part of the transportation network. And, more important, the experience of two lines which failed as independents competing with integrated lines, tied to particular major companies, is hardly a persuasive indication of what would happen if divorcement made all lines equally independent.

Moreover, the magnetic pull of the major companies is so strong that divorcement would not appreciably alter the prevailing pattern of industry organization.

“Assume that an independent pipe line company has been formed for the purpose of conducting a common carrier business. A small independent refiner (or group of refiners) approaches the pipe line company with a request for the construction of a pipe line. At the same time, a major oil company also is interested in having a pipe line laid to a different location. The pipe line company naturally will be influenced by the volume and continuity of the business offered. Under the circumstances, the major oil

---

132. WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 101 (1952).
133. Id. at 100-1.
134. Id. at 102. Cf. id. at 43-5. See also note 98 supra.
company represents far greater assurance of future traffic, and consequently, will get the line. Multiply this incident by the number of major refiners, and the result will be very similar to the present location of long distance pipe lines." (Italics added.)

But there is no reason to assume that the independent refiner would not be located near the major company refinery, and therefore that the line could not serve both customers. The root of the problem is the location of refineries, and the possible development of independent refineries as well located as their major company rivals. On this phase of the matter, Wolbert's discussion is tantalizingly brief:

"The most persuasive argument in favor of divorcement is that it would create more competition between refiners for crude oil purchases and in the refinery gasoline market. However, it is contrary to common experience to believe that the mere divorcement of pipe lines would counteract the effect of large buying power. The independent producer would rather sell his oil to a steady, large volume buyer than to a fly-by-night who might give a premium today but shift his purchase the next day and never buy the producer's oil again. The independent pipe line owners would be just as inclined to favor their large customers, the major refiners, as would present pipe line management. In fact, due to their "open target" position, present pipe line companies frequently lean over backward to avoid discrimination against the smaller shippers. Even assuming arguendo that divorcement of pipe lines would cause independent refiners to spring up in the populated market centers, the effect of this would only be to foreclose the present independent refiners in the field, with the majors acquiring some of the field location business in the process."109

Yet it is only at this point that Wolbert considers one of the two serious antitrust issues presented by vertical integration in the oil industry, and the quoted paragraph represents his full comment on the problem.

Independent producers have been willing to sell to independent refiners, at a premium or otherwise, and have often complained when major companies took steps to prevent independent refiners from breaking through posted prices in a particular field. Nor is it immediately apparent that an independently owned pipe line would have to choose between its major and other customers, so long as pipe line capacity was adequate to serve the refineries of a given area. Of course the buying power of major companies would be formidable after pipe line divorcement, and, if legally permitted to do so, majors could offer inducements by way of long term contracts which others could not emulate. But such problems could not decisively affect the competitive position of new entrants into the refining business, assuming that they

135. *Id.* at 102-3.
136. *Id.* at 103-4.
were located within easy reach of the pipe line, and had to pay the same transportation charge as the major companies.

If Wolbert's argument is correct, it raises another and more formidable possibility: that of the "illegal fruits" doctrine. The buying power of the existing large major companies would be a serious factor in the market even after pipe line divorcement, as he properly points out. That buying power would reflect the economic impact of their size—that is, the share of the market they occupy, and its potentialities for market control. Should that position of market influence be considered in part the result of many years of Sherman Act violation, in that major company growth was facilitated by pipe line rates so high as to enforce the sale of independently produced crude to major companies? We are inclined to disagree with Wolbert that the major companies would be able for long to retain their present position as crude purchasers in the event of divorcement. The market is not tightly enough organized for that result, and entry into the refining business should not be insuperably difficult.

If vertical integration permits the major companies, separately and collectively, to influence the market for crude, and by that influence (coupled with the pipe line rate structure) to handicap and to restrict independent entry into the refining business in the most economic locations, the remedy of injunction offers no cure. These consequences of pipe line ownership could not be viewed as an "abuse" of economic power. They must be considered a result of the size, structure and persistent parallel price policy of the major companies, which could only be dealt with by altering the structure of the industry.

In the light of his review of these diverse aspects of the pipe line problem, Wolbert makes two recommendations, which are in part ambiguous, and perhaps inconsistent. In the first place, he believes that rate regulation of major-owned pipe lines as common carriers, if it achieved "cost" rates, would eliminate the competitive advantage of major companies in refining and distribution. While this is no doubt a theoretical possibility, it is difficult to conclude that rate regulation has already reached that result, or, under existing procedures, that it could cut so fine a line. The cost structure of pipe line operations is such that the cost of transportation per barrel varies with the load factor on the line, so that "cost" rates could never be set in advance. Wolbert concludes, however, that if rates were reduced to the point where they represented only a reasonable return on carrier investment, the competitive inequality between pipe line owners and other shippers would be substantially eliminated. He reaches this conclusion despite his view

139. For a similar view, see Minnelusa Oil Corp. v. Continental Pipe Line Co., 253 I.C.C. 41, 58 (1944) ("The establishment of the rates herein found reasonable will remove any unjust discrimination and undue prejudice and correct any violations of Section 6(7) that may have existed or may now exist.").
that even in the event of pipe line divorcement the major companies would be so big as to be able to dominate the crude market. On the other hand, he favors regional antitrust suits in the different market regions of the country, and particularly in those areas "where effective competition appeared to be lacking," to attack both abusive and illegal practices, and structural defects which might lead to monopolistic results. He includes among the objectives of such suits "the undue use of leverage made possible by large aggregations of economic power." But it is not clear from his exposition whether he would recommend further examination of major company pipe line ownership as a possible factor giving the major companies an undue competitive advantage.

Part of the ambiguity in Wolbert's final conclusions stems from what we believe to be a mistaken premise as to the scope and standards of the antitrust laws. He assumes that the economist's social evaluation of an industry from the point of view of the public interest is identical with the judge's problem in administering the antitrust laws. "Is the industry to be gauged by its structure or by its behavior and performance? It is submitted that a three-fold test of structure, behavior and performance will furnish the best yardstick." The effects of this assumption permeate a good deal of his analysis, and color his conclusions in a variety of ways.

The Economic Functions of Major-owned Pipe Lines.

Pipe lines exist today as essential instruments in the drive of companies for assured sources of supply. So long as some large companies are vertically integrated, others cannot safely rely on the open market for crude. In part, the reason is inherent in the geology of the problem. If discovery should fall behind production, crude prices would rise and companies without their own oil would either be at a competitive disadvantage, or might even be out of business. Companies which hold their own oil land under lease are protected against possible shortage of crude, or increases in its price, although they correspondingly risk investment in oil resources which may turn out to be more costly than the oil which will become available on the market in the future. In view of the uncertainties of oil discovery, this is a risk most companies find it prudent to accept. In part, the reason behind the drive for oil acreage is implicit in the vertically integrated structure of the industry. Where some integrate, others must do likewise protectively. If none could integrate, all would be equally dependent on the crude market, and equally affected by changes in the real price of crude petroleum. Pipe lines must be understood in this context. No company wants to pay its competitors a premium for oil shipment if the competitors are getting trans-

140. WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 164 (1952).
141. Id. at 107. See pp. 859-64 supra.
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portation at cost. And each company would prefer not to be dependent on its competitors either for raw materials or for essential transportation service.

Two unquestioned facts are often advanced as decisive arguments against proposals for pipe line divorce. Pipe line construction is inherently hazardous. While the great lines serving large consuming markets are reasonably sure of traffic, gathering lines to particular fields, or trunk lines based on a flow from particular areas, are not. Secondly, pipe lines have been operated as parts of large enterprises—"plant facilities"—organized to bring raw materials to refineries on schedule and in sufficient volume to permit the refineries to operate effectively. It is said that there are important cost advantages in the ownership of pipe lines and other transportation facilities by major oil companies.142 It is difficult, however, to find any specific indication of their character, beyond the obvious advantage of not paying the published tariff for carriage.143 The factor most frequently stressed is the ability of an integrated company to schedule its operations so as to keep pipe lines and refineries working as close to capacity as demand permits. Other industries—the automobile industry for example—operate complex mass-production manufacturing operations with decreasing vertical integration. The automobile companies have no difficulty in scheduling the procurement and delivery of the thousands of components used in the manufacture of cars without owning either the plants in which such parts are made or the trains and trucks which bring them to the factory. Indeed, they have found it an advantage to reduce the degree of their vertical integration, in order to be able to use their buying power in purchasing advantageously from many suppliers, and to avoid the risk of investment in a process or plant which

142. Pogue, Economics of Pipe-Line Transportation in the Petroleum Industry 17-26 (1932). Chenery, International Petroleum Economics in Mikesell & Chenery, Arabian Oil 145 (1949), explains vertical integration in the petroleum industry as in part motivated by the desire to achieve, through "combined planning," the lower unit costs made possible by utilization of pipe lines (and refineries) at close to full capacity, id. at 154; by "backward integration" to the source of supply when crude is expected to become scarce, id. at 165-6; and by the quest for monopoly position, id. at 166-8. A study, Duncan, Alexander, Partner, Grace & Bosch, An Economic Appraisal of Vertical Integration and Proposed Involuntary Divorce of the Major Functional Activities of Integrated Companies in the Petroleum Industry (1950) (made available through the courtesy of Oscar J. Dorwin, Esq., General Counsel of The Texas Company) puts primary emphasis on the assurance of supply of crude oil and of access to markets made possible by a company's ownership of its own transportation facilities. Id. at 78. If divorce could be carried out through sales to companies which could buy and operate pipe line systems as units and operate them satisfactorily, "there would probably be little change in the efficiency and only minor disruptions of the transportation service." Id. at 79. This study finds that no conclusions are possible as to the effect of vertical integration on the entry of independent refiners, until enquiries in the field establish, case by case, the motives of those who did and those who did not undertake the risks of the business. Id. at 241-3, 273.

143. 3 Bain, The Economics of the Pacific Coast Petroleum Industry 17-8 (1947), and note 142 supra.
may quickly become obsolete. Under these circumstances, they do not find the problem of planning the flow of parts needed for complex and continuous manufacturing operations in any sense insuperable. Refineries must have assurance of supplies delivered on time and in sufficient volume. If all oil companies were equally dependent on an open market for crude, and on common carrier transportation, it is hard to imagine why these essential conditions of successful refinery operation could not be satisfied.

Neither changes in pipe line rates nor other forces affecting the entry of independent firms into the refinery stages of the oil business seem so far to have substantially altered either the pattern of price formation or the degree of market influence of the major oil companies, at least in Eastern, Gulf Coast, and Mid-Continent market areas. The market power of the major companies continues to be conditioned by the existence and potential development of an independent “fringe” in the industry—indepedent refiners, jobbers or marketers who may be willing to shade prices, especially in the sale of secondary brands and of privately branded gasoline.144 As all observers of the industry have pointed out, a relatively small flow of independently marketed gasoline has been able to exert a considerable influence on the fragile and monopolistic “led” price structure.145 Thus far, neither the consent decree in the Atlantic case, nor the assertion of ICC power over pipe line rates, has opened the way for substantial changes in the market structure, or precipitated changes in price behavior. Despite the vigorous development of several smaller companies, the share of the majors in refining has slightly increased since the war.146 And most of the expansion in independent refining and marketing operations seems to have taken place under circumstances which permit the independents to depend on transportation other than major company owned pipe lines.

This is hardly conclusive evidence, except in the negative sense that the change in pipe line rates has not been sufficient to precipitate dramatic developments. But the time elapsed has been short,147 materials for refinery construction have not been available throughout the period, and costs have


146. See pp. 889-91 supra.

147. Rates started to drop somewhat in 1934 and continued to drop until the war. Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 243 I.C.C. 115, 125 (1940). During the war pipe line rates could have no appreciable effect upon refinery construction, since military strategy dictated that new refineries be built at the sites of well located existing plants. Patton, op. cit. supra note 90, at 14-5: “[O]ver 80 per cent of the wartime expansion of facilities to manufacture needed petroleum products [were] made by expanding the facilities of the principal refiners.” The drop in rates continued thereafter at least for some years. Reduced Pipe Line Rates and Gathering Charges, 272 I.C.C. 375, 380-2 (1948). See note 108 supra.
been high. Profits have been great in the production phase of the industry. Nonetheless, one may conclude that if the old pipe line rate structure created a competitive advantage favoring the major companies, that competitive advantage seems to remain in a significant degree. Either rate changes have not been sufficient to affect the conditions governing entry; or not enough time has elapsed to permit such long-range forces to have their effect; or the monopolistic use of pipe line rates over a long period of time has built up an almost impregnable position for the major companies; or transportation costs don't have much to do with the problem anyway.

Some experienced members of the industry believe that the relatively low rate of growth of independent refining, despite the advance of a few larger and better located independent companies, indicates that disadvantages in transportation costs were never an important factor in determining the structure of the industry. They believe that the cost and high rate of obsolescence of refining plants, and the uncertainties of the market, have always been, and remain the elements which have determined the evolution and location of refining operations. Wolbert does not share this view, although his position on this point is not altogether consistent. He concludes that in the past the spread between pipe line costs and tariffs created a “monopolistic potential,” which “accounts for” the adverse and non-competitive location of most independent refiners in the fields rather than in the markets. At the same time, he seems to find that independent refinery operations would have been disadvantageously located anyway. It seems altogether contrary to common experience in this and other industries, however, to conclude that substantial advantages in transportation costs do not in fact exert a powerful pressure on the location and market position of competing companies. The reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission are rich in evidence that transportation costs are a life and death matter to independent refiners, and largely determine their competitive opportunity.

The California Mother Hubbard Case.

It is interesting in this connection that the complaint in the pending civil action of United States v. Standard Oil Company of California does not seek pipe line or other transportation divorcement of the defendant major companies, although it does pray for the divorcement of their marketing facilities. The case has been brought against the seven major oil companies operating in California, as a combination to monopolize the production, refin-

149. WOLBERT, AMERICAN PIPE LINES 53, 45, 48 (1952).
151. Civil No. 11584-C (S.D. Cal. 1950); Complaint filed May 12, 1950.
ing and marketing of petroleum products in the states of California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada and Arizona. These states constitute an almost completely self-contained petroleum market, based on California crude production. The combination is asserted in the complaint to control production, through a Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers; to control the price at which independent producers sell to the majors in the oil fields, by a system of price posting which limits competition among the major companies as purchasers of oil; to control marketing (except for an area within a 30-mile radius of Los Angeles harbor), through their ownership of substantially all pipe lines and marine transportation facilities, and of well over 80% of the refining capacity in the area; and through their organization of the wholesale and retail markets in the familiar system of identified outlets and price leadership, embracing over 80% of all outlets in direct contractual relations. The result of these operations, the complaint alleges, is that over 90% of the oil produced goes through the major companies, and close to that amount of the final products is marketed at prices under their control. The major companies, separately or together, are alleged to have bought up independent refineries or their product, or contracted for the use of their facilities, so as to remove their price influence from the market; to have forced independent producers to sell to them by refusing them pipe line facilities except on discriminatory terms; to have "squeezed" independent refiners by raising the price of crude without raising the price of gasoline, and otherwise to have coerced and discriminated against the independent sector of the market.

Several special features of the California scene distinguish the case from comparable problems that might arise in other markets. In the first place, the length of pipe line carriage is much shorter in California than in most other markets, so that the pipe line problem is materially different in character. Secondly, the pipe lines in California, being intrastate in scope, are not subject to federal regulation, and are alleged in the complaint to be regulated under California law in a perfunctory way. Thirdly, the major companies are charged with conducting a plan of private prorationing and production control, in the absence of state conservation legislation. Moreover, the system of product exchanges, and other forms of reciprocity and cooperation among major companies, may be more highly developed on the Pacific Coast than elsewhere.

The plan for the Pacific Coast industry proposed in the prayer for relief would enjoin the collective and individual "abuses" described in the complaint; dissolve and terminate all private production control activities; require future corporate acquisitions by the defendants to be approved by the court; make all existing pipe lines, storage, tanker, barge and marine terminal

152. 3 Bain, The Economics of the Pacific Coast Petroleum Industry 46 (1947).
153. 2 Bain, op. cit. supra note 152, at c. 5.
ENTRY INTO OIL REFINING BUSINESS

facilities, and product exchange arrangements, available to any producer or refiner on non-discriminatory terms; limit purchase contracts to one year; enjoin any “through-put” contracts for the output of independent refiners, and price posting or other price programs designed to eliminate uncertainty in price formation; and require the major companies to get out of the marketing business, except for the wholesale business presently carried on at refineries and at marine terminals, and to be enjoined from establishing any plan to tie outlets or to control prices at wholesale and retail.

In his thorough study of the Pacific Coast petroleum industry, Bain concludes that pipe line divorcement may be less urgently required in California than in other markets as a step towards workable competition in the oil industry, but that even in the Pacific Coast market some means should be found to make pipe lines, and especially marine transport, freely available in order to facilitate the development of independent refineries now blocked by major company control of transportation facilities. Whether these ends could be sought more satisfactorily by divorcement than by the arrangements requested in the complaint in United States v. Standard Oil Company of California is a debatable point.

A decree of the type requested in that case would require the federal court, retaining jurisdiction, to become in effect a small scale Interstate Commerce Commission, keeping rates, charges of discrimination, the level of profits, and other aspects of the transportation business under continuous review. While the remedy would not be so “drastic” in form as divorcement, it might well prove to be infinitely more drastic in result. And it is not easy to see what public advantages would accrue to compensate for the disadvantages of continuous jurisdiction.

Furthermore, allowing the major companies to remain integrated up to the point of wholesale marketing might leave them with a large part of their present market power, unless independent refining companies developed more rapidly on the Pacific Coast than elsewhere once major-owned transport facilities were declared to be common carriers. For the major companies would operate in a market of a few large and several small sellers confronting many buyers, often smaller buyers. While marketing divorcement should lead to a reduction in the degree of waste which now characterizes petroleum distribution, marketing divorcement alone might leave the major companies—at least for some considerable period of time—in a position to skim the cream off the market more effectively than they can under the present system. Under such circumstances, they might really be able to charge high prices, and avoid the present excessive costs of distribution. The public might have to buy its road maps rather than receive them “free,” and even pay directly for the use of rest rooms.

154. 3 id. at 45-7.
155. Id. at 83-91.
Prospective Development in Independently Owned Pipe Lines.

One prospective change in the pattern of the industry could conceivably lead to a revision of prior judgments about the balance of forces governing the effective entry of non-integrated companies into both the refining and the marketing phases of the oil business. There are several projects pending for the establishment of independently owned pipe lines, which would connect the Gulf Coast area with North-Central and East Coast markets, and the West Texas area with the West Coast. And the first pipe line to reach the United States from Canada, while partially owned by major companies, is in many respects a common carrier enterprise. The first of these proposed domestic lines to receive approval from the Petroleum Administration for Defense is a plan for a products pipe line which would run from Beaumont, Texas, through parts of Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, terminating in Newark. The line would have significant capacity, despite its relatively small diameter, and its activities could substantially alter the geography of the industry, and the competitive position of many companies active in the area it would serve. If these projects are successful, further developments of this type might well presage significant changes. For strong independent pipe line companies, based on adequate supplies, should facilitate independent entry into refining and marketing, and weaken the price influence of the major companies, both in the crude and the products markets.

The economic basis for the United States Pipe Line proposal is the relatively greater recent increase in the cost of tanker than of pipe line operations, and the currently favorable relation between Gulf Coast and North-Central prices. Except during the war period, the movement of crude and products from the Gulf Coast to the Mid-Continent and North-Central areas has been marginal in character and relatively small in volume, consisting mainly of barge shipments. In recent years, Project Five pipe line from Port Arthur, Texas, to Helena, Arkansas, built during the war, and the Sinclair products pipe line system have added materially to the volume of light products reaching northern markets from the Gulf Coast. Increased steel production, coupled with suitable price differentials, has induced an increase in the volume of Gulf Coast residual fuel oil moving north by river barge. Further shifts of this character would seem to depend largely on a comparison of Gulf Coast prices with those in northern markets. There has been some instability in recent years

---

156. New York Herald Tribune, April 19, 1952, p. 3, col. 1. See Petty's Oil Letter, No. 371, Nov. 24, 1951. According to present plans, the line would be 16 inches in diameter to Cincinnati, 14 inches thereafter—a comparatively small installation. The operator would be the United States Pipe Line Company. The Petroleum Administration for Defense has recently approved the proposal in part, granting accelerated amortization privileges as to 25 per cent of the cost of the line, and reserving the question of steel until financial arrangements are completed.

in the price relation between these markets. The United States Pipe Line project apparently rests on the judgment that pipe line costs can match tanker and barge costs, and that there will be a permanent market in the East Coast and North-Central regions for at least a marginal volume of products shipped by pipe line from the Gulf Coast area. The soundness of this judgment as a matter of the economics of location raises a substantial question, since refiners in the consuming areas to be served by the proposed line may well have a competitive advantage over Gulf Coast refiners using it. Some of the factors to be considered in making such a calculation are the comparative prices of crude oil at the well, the comparative costs of combined crude oil and product transportation, and the comparative price levels at the Gulf Coast and in markets to be served by the line not only for light products, but also for products such as lubricating and residual oils which could not move via pipe line. Furthermore, barge rates, while they have varied a good deal, are closely comparable with the rate structure contemplated for the United States Pipe Line project, and at some periods have been definitely below it.\footnote{158. The Petroleum Administration for Defense anticipates an increase in refining in the North-Central region during the next few years, and a decline in products transportation to that area. \textit{Petroleum Administration for Defense, Transportation of Oil}, 10 (1951). See also \textit{id.} at 82.}

In addition to these factors, there is an increasing possibility that the high costs and high prices incident to present prorationing methods of production control in the southern and southwestern states will gradually permit Gulf Coast shipments to be displaced by foreign oil on the Atlantic seacoast. Indeed products manufactured on the eastern seacoast from foreign crude are beginning to move west, towards the Alleghenies, in significant volume.

Market wise, the interest attaching to the United States Pipe Line Company project is that it would be the first common carrier products line not owned by major company shippers. If it were operated as such, it could therefore link independent refineries in the Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana area to marketers in the North-Central and Eastern Seaboard districts of the United States. Whether this development increases the degree of competition in refining and marketing would depend largely on the way in which the pipe line is operated, as well as on the underlying relation between the full range of petroleum product prices in the markets thus linked.

In order to assure the possibility of successful operation, and a basis for their debt financing, the promoters of the United States Pipe Line are reported to be seeking 10-year contracts from shippers, guaranteeing an average daily minimum tender of at least 2,000 barrels for the period. Smaller minimum tenders, however, would pay a higher rate than larger ones. Minimum tender contracts would be made only up to 60,000 barrels a day, with no one contract covering more than 20,000 barrels. Spot shipments, and shipments above the minimum by shippers who have made minimum tender contracts, would be charged a higher rate than that applicable on shipments within a minimum tender contract. If the total offered under minimum tender con-
tracts were greater than 60,000 barrels a day, each such shipper would receive its pro rata share of the 60,000 barrels. The proposed contracts also provide for reductions of all rates, both contract and spot, as the daily total volume of all shipments approaches the capacity of the line. The rate system would thus contain both quantity and contract rate discriminations: there would be several classes of rates, varying in proportion to quantities shipped within a short period of time; and a basic differential across the board in favor of shipments made pursuant to 10-year minimum tender contracts.

The United States Pipe Line Company plan obviously raises some difficulties, under both the antitrust laws and the Interstate Commerce Act. It is commonly assumed in the oil industry that, because of the uncertain economic basis of the project, only major company shippers could undertake 10-year shipping commitments, especially at the lowest minimum tender rate. Given its route, the line would inevitably be dependent for some time at least on major company shippers. \(158a\) Assuming that there were no financial or other connections between major company shippers and the pipe line, and that in fact minimum tender contracts were freely available to all potential shippers, several questions emerge: (1) How would the validity of the rate differences, both within the class of shippers under minimum tender contracts, and between those shippers and spot shippers, be determined under the Interstate Commerce Act? (2) Would such differences have to be justified by a cost analysis of the savings attributable to regular shipments of a given volume, or could they be evaluated from the point of view of their reasonableness as measures practically needed to induce the shipper commitments on the basis of which debt financing could be obtained? (3) Is there a risk that under some circumstances a group of major companies entering such contracts would constitute a combination in restraint of trade, if, for example, the effect of the shipment pattern established by the contracts was to give them a competitive advantage, based on the rate differentials, in a particular market reached by the line? \(160\)

---

158a. Only about 12 per cent of the refining capacity in the Lake Charles-Beaumont-Houston area, where the line is scheduled to start, is independent. \(\text{Id. at 4.}\)

159. It is assumed that since the Robinson-Patman Act, 49 STAT. 1526 (1936), 15 U.S.C. § 13(a) (1946), refers only to "commodities," it would have no direct application to the price of pipe line transportation, and that the legality of price arrangements under the Sherman Act could only be considered after their legality under the Interstate Commerce Act had been determined. \(\text{Cf. Far East Conference v. United States, 342 U.S. 570 (1952).}\)

This principle, however, would not necessarily be decisive in the situation being considered, since the effect of transportation rates on competition in the oil industry would not in all cases be settled by their legality \(\text{vel non}\) under the Interstate Commerce Act.

160. The Department of Justice is reported to have issued a "green-light" letter, indicating, on the basis of assumed facts, that it would not consider criminal proceedings under the Sherman Act, but expressing no opinion on problems raised by the plan under the Interstate Commerce Act. \(\text{Petty's Oil Letter, Nov. 24, 1951.}\)
The legality of a frankly differential rate structure, of the type contemplated by the United States Pipe Line, has never been evaluated by the Supreme Court in a comparable situation. The pipe line company would undoubtedly contend that without a rate inducement it could not obtain long-term contracts for shipment and that without such contracts it could not borrow the necessary funds. Such "through-put" agreements in variant forms are commonplace in pipe line financing. They are often made for lines owned and intended to be used by a major company, or a major company group, as part of the protection required by bank or insurance company lenders. Although shipper-owned lines are common carriers, and many carry some outside traffic, it is believed that none has hitherto employed a lower tariff for oil or products shipped under its through-put agreements. Shipper stock ownership or the equivalent, of course, provides some degree of similar advantage to the company which has made a long-term shipping commitment in such situations. The Interprovincial Pipe Line Company, operating from Edmonton, Alberta to Superior, Wisconsin, and backed by through-put agreements from Imperial Oil Company, a Standard of New Jersey subsidiary, and other shippers, raised part of its capital somewhat differently by issuing convertible debentures.161 And there are doubtless other forms of financing which should be available to an economically sound pipe line project without raising so basic an issue of common carrier practice as rate discrimination among shippers.

The rate advantage to shippers who have made 10-year minimum tender contracts would have to be considered primarily under Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the Interstate Commerce Act, in the light of their long and complex history.162 Thus far, at any rate, the ICC has been most reluctant to allow any rate differences between shippers of the same commodity from the same point of origin to the same destination by the same line-haul, except on grounds of ascertainable differences in the actual cost of handling their shipments. In terms of Section 2, the Commission and the courts would have to consider, as a question of fact and of law, whether the rate system could be justified on the ground that spot and contract shipments would not involve the provision of "a like and contemporaneous service," and would not be made "under substantially similar circumstances and conditions." They would also have to determine under Section 3, whether the rate differential would constitute "an undue or unreasonable preference" to the long-term shipper, or "an undue and unreasonable discrimination" against spot shippers. And,

161. Interprovincial Pipe Line Company, Prospectus for New Issue of $17,000,000 4% Convertible Sinking Fund Debentures, Series A, filed with Secretary of State of Canada, Sept. 21, 1949.

more broadly, the rate system would have to be evaluated as "just and reasonable" under Section 1.

The meaning of these statutory phrases has been thrashed out in a variety of situations. Thus a discrimination between car-load and less-than-carload shippers of the same commodity is commonly allowed, on the ground that the costs of handling each shipment differ. Similar evaluation of cost differences dominates the decisions sometimes allowing, and sometimes denying, multiple-car rates below car-load rates. Where intercarrier competition is in issue, the Commission has been instructed to go further, and to weigh possible cost justifications for volume rates, on the one hand, against the actual discriminatory effects of rate differences among shippers, and the effect of differential rates on intercarrier competition, on the other. So far there is little guidance as to how these somewhat different elements are to be balanced in specific cases, beyond the strong tradition in favor of equal rates for shippers similarly placed. While promotional rates, and rates designed to secure traffic which would not otherwise have come to the carrier, have had some scope, no such cases have really approached the problem raised by the proposed United States Pipe Line. Perhaps the closest analogy was the practice of giving special rates to freight forwarders, which the ICC and the Supreme Court found to be a discrimination violating Section 2, in the absence of special legislation. Furthermore, even under the new legislation authorizing special rate consideration for freight forwarders, rate differentials based on an annual volume of shipments are unlawful as discriminatory. The Commission has said, "There is no justification for applying a special rate based upon the aggregate amount of freight forwarded by a patron during a given period of time. The Commission has repeatedly held that such rates are in the nature of a discount in favor of large shippers or consignees, and, hence, unlawful."

---


164. Compare Molasses from New Orleans, La., to Peoria and Peldin, Ill., 235 I.C.C. 485 (1939), with Petroleum Rail Shippers Assn. v. Alton & Southern R.R., 243 I.C.C. 589 (1941). Moreover, even where multiple-car or other volume rates are allowed, commonly to meet other carrier competition, the Commission has been meticulous to insist on evidence that the spread allowed for the larger quantity shipment is just and reasonable, in the light of cost differences. Limestone from Prairie du Rocher, Ill., to Baton Rouge, 276 I.C.C. 381 (1949). Petroleum Products from Salt Lake City to Spokane, 273 I.C.C. 736, 743-4 (1949); Limestone to Baton Rouge, 270 I.C.C. 584, 590 (1948).


167. Forwarder Rates Conditioned upon Aggregates of Tonnage, Western Freight Association, 264 I.C.C. 225, 233 (1945). The Commission warned that annual rate adjust-
Both the contract rate differential and the quantity discount features of the United States Pipe Line proposal squarely challenge the rule against rate discrimination, one of the central themes of the Interstate Commerce Act. Although not directly relevant to the problem under Section 2 of the Interstate Commerce Act, the factual validity of the argument that at least a contract rate differential is necessary to facilitate the financing of non-shipper-owned pipe lines would require careful scrutiny. In any event, the potential impact of differences in transportation cost on competition in the oil industry is so serious as to make any such departures from the consistent interpretation of the Interstate Commerce Act, whether by judicial decision or legislation, most dubious policy. If rate differentials were approved in this instance, there would be no ground under Section 2 for denying like privileges to major-owned common carrier pipe lines.

Some aspects of the legality of the proposed rate structure of the United States Pipe Line would have to wait for resolution until an actual state of facts would permit the Commission and the courts to examine actual costs of shipment, and the effects of the rate system on competition among carriers and among shippers. Meanwhile, such difficulties may delay the completion, at least in this instance, of the highly desirable experiment of non-shipper-owned pipe line.

IV. CONCLUSION

All things considered, the oil industry is one of the most striking instances in our history of the success of the antitrust laws, and of the driving force, creativeness and vitality of American business. The interaction of these two powerful elements in social experience produced first the simple oil monopoly which was dissolved in 1911, and now, forty years and at least a hundred law suits later, the familiar industry picture of today, a relatively small and stable group of very large corporations, a group of smaller majors, and a vast company of independents, wildcatters, engineering firms, research consultants, brokers, jobbers, service station operators and assorted bit-players.

ments also violated the provisions of the Elkins Act, id. at 234. The position taken, the Commission recalled; has been consistently held since the first volume of its Reports, Providence Coal Co. v. Providence and W. R.R., 1 I.C.C. 107 (1897) (discounts for annual shipments of more than 30,000 tons illegal). See also, Books, Drugs and Cotton Goods from New York to Chicago, 256 I.C.C. 85 (1943); In the Matter of Container Services, 173 I.C.C. 377 (1931); Private Wire Contracts, 50 I.C.C. 731, 737 (1918) ("We have frequently stated that the so-called wholesale theory has no proper place in the rates of common carriers."). The long-term minimum tender contracts raise antitrust problems quite distinct from the legality under the Interstate Commerce Act both of the rate difference for contract shippers and of the rate advantage for quantity shipments, spot or contract. Commitments which deny competitors access to a substantial segment of a market have recently been scrutinized severely by the Supreme Court (see cases cited in note 33 supra). Presumably the considerations underlying these decisions would apply with particular force to the facilities of a common carrier. Cf. Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce Bldg., 194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir. 1952).
Few would deny that today's oil industry comes closer to serving the general interest than the industry of forty years ago. It is turbulent, active, and aggressive, with a good deal of room for change and growth.

That the industry is more competitive than it was is not evidence that it is yet as competitive as it could be or should be, given the broad purposes of the Sherman Act. The industry structure has large elements both of competition and of monopoly power. And its technology and geology would permit a wide range of changes without loss of efficiency or research potential. We believe that the judicious further application of antitrust policy could do a great deal to ease entry into the refining—and therefore the marketing—phases of the industry, and to eliminate some of the wastes which now characterize industry procedure. Organized markets dominated by a few large sellers will normally engage in systematic price leadership, and injunctions against such practices will normally be ineffective, since they represent the consequences of the size and self-interest of large sellers (and buyers) who together constitute effective control of supply. Where, as in the oil industry, production is also limited to administrative estimates of market demand, "shortage" of oil, and uncertainty of access to supply are bound to be common difficulties in periods of rising economic activity.

The vertical integration of the large companies, despite some pipe line rate reductions, still seems to function as the key factor permitting them to influence the price of crude, to limit the amount of independently refined crude reaching consuming markets, and thus to maintain a semblance of order in the pricing of final products. Although majors in some areas supply price-cutting independent jobbers, they normally do so when the independent keeps no more than an approved differential between secondary brands or privately branded gasoline and the major company's primary brands. While it will take more field studies to establish the point definitively, our impression is that it is rare to find an established major company simultaneously distributing in a market area and selling to aggressive and large-scale price-cutters. That this has happened to a limited extent in Los Angeles is recognized even in the complaint in United States v. Standard Oil Company of California. But it has not been shown to be the normal pattern of price experience either there, or in most other gasoline markets. Price discipline normally results from the basic fact of dependence for supplies. The independent jobber or marketer who obtains his product from a major company in most cases conducts his price policy within the limits of what he thinks his supplier would tolerate. A word, a telephone call, a rumor heard by others is usually enough to produce results, since the purchaser under these circumstances fears all sorts of difficulties. The major company supplier may not have the slightest intention of cutting off his supplies, or his credit, or inflicting other forms of punishment. But such things happen. The fears are real, and produce results. The aggressive price cutter is almost never exclusively supplied by a major company.

Professors Dirlam and Kahn suggest that the partial disintegration of major company retail operations, accomplished in some markets by chain store taxes and other measures, has led the major companies to increase pressure on retail prices by selling to price-cutters, thus weakening the price structure significantly. This contention hardly bears on the desirability of pipeline ownership by the major companies. If its factual basis were well established, it would apply only to the partial integration of large-scale refining and distribution operations. And of course an even greater degree of price instability in retail markets would be produced if the number of wholesale sellers were increased, through the effective expansion of significant independent refining operations. Under such circumstances, there is no reason to suppose that the large class of jobbers could organize effectively to achieve their heart's desire—a stable system of fixed prices and wide margins. They would be too numerous to do the job, without legislation. And even direct “fair trade” legislation, as experience in the liquor industry indicates, is not easy to enforce, where buyers and sellers are numerous.

Viewed broadly, there are three major areas where the present organization of the oil industry presents important opportunities for the reduction of long-run social costs. The system of controlling production, through state and federal cooperation in the administrative limitation of output, has some of the worst features of the AAA program, without even its checks and balances. Within a wide zone, the oil producing states themselves determine the level of crude oil prices, and do so in ways which involve a needlessly large number of wells, and therefore a needlessly high consumption of steel, manpower and the underground pressures of the oil pools. Especially if the potential economies of secondary recovery are to be realized, unitization is more urgently required than ever. With unitization, the case for limiting output to “market demand” would disappear. Secondly, the method of distributing oil products is unjustifiably expensive—in its price procedures, its advertising outlays, and in the number and cost-level of the service stations it seems to produce. These consequences of oligopoly in selling are deeply rooted in the structure of the industry, in the relative size and historic relations of the major companies, and in the strategic power over prices inherent in their vertical integration. Thirdly, there is the problem re-examined in the present article—that of entry into the refining stages of the business. While there have been considerable shifts in recent years in the scale and location of independent refining operations, the experience of independent refining companies sharply raises the question whether the ownership of pipe lines by major companies, in the context of the oil industry and its pricing methods, still constitutes a barrier to the competitive development of independent oil refining. If this barrier were removed by pipe line divorcement, Bain has said,
"society would probably not lose much by it and might gain enough to make it worthwhile."\(^{172}\) He finds that vertical integration was prompted in the oil industry by market factors rather than by considerations of technical efficiency, and that its impact on technical efficiency is "approximately neutral." On the other hand, its impact on the effectiveness with which the market carries out its social functions is far from neutral. Vertical integration by the older companies was a step towards achieving power over price, and for the newer ones a defensive response to the facts of life in an oligopoly.\(^{173}\) Under these circumstances, public policy could intervene constructively in the interest of organizing a freer and more efficient form of competition in the oil industry.

In the oil industry, two aspects of vertical integration seem to result in far-reaching control over price: integration between refining and transportation, and between refining and marketing. The ownership and leasing of oil lands by major companies of course give the owners a substantial profit, when those properties turn out well. But such profits are quasi-rents which do not as such affect the cost structure or competitive position of the integrated companies. On the other hand, ownership of transportation facilities, at least in situations where competing companies must use those facilities, permits the integrated companies two substantial advantages: (1) it often facilitates their efforts to obtain leases, or otherwise to tie-up the output of the particular producing area served by their pipe line system, perhaps in the ancient sense of "forestalling,"\(^{174}\) and (2), even more clearly, it puts the major companies in a strong position as purchasers of the output of the field. And the integration of refining and of marketing facilities, by ownership, contract, or less sharply defined relationships, gives the group of major companies in most markets the capacity to pursue an effective policy of price leadership and of non-price competition. The result of both these aspects of the structure of the industry is to create an insistent drive on the part of substantial independent companies to integrate backwards, in order to obtain assured sources of supply, and to integrate forwards, to gain assured outlets. Smaller independent companies can profitably exist as supplementary facilities of the majors, to supply them with the products they need to meet the inevitable margin of error in their calculations. But real growth in the independent sector of the market is extraordinarily difficult, perhaps impossible, without "defensive" integration against the consequences of the fact that so large a share of production and transportation is effectively foreclosed to the independent company by the existing structure of the industry.

\(^{172}\) Bain, \textit{A Rejoinder}, 57 J. Pol. Econ. 68, 69 (1949).
\(^{173}\) 3 Bain, \textit{op. cit.} supra note 152, at 17-8.